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KY GED PASS RATE IS 82%!!
That's the 2nd highest pass rate in the nation!
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Come on in and let us help you earn your GED! We are at 92 Chestnut St in Murray.
Give us a call: 270-759-5525, we'd love to help you,
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Pittenger makes Lady Laker history
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Night of wrecks

See LIBRARY Page 2
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of the Son of God and
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By TYLER DIXON
tdixon@murrayledgercom
The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees
called a special meeting Monday to discuss a possible construction grant and,after several
public comments and discussions, a decision was made to
move forward with the application process.
The Kentucky Department of
Libraries and Archives had several questions on the application
that included the square footage
of a possible project. The specifications of the application said
that the renovation would be
a total of 286,322 square feet,
which is 16.575 more square
feet than the current library'.
The renovated square footage is
4,000 more than KDLA's essential standard and 4,000 less than
its enhanced standard.The price
for the potential renovation is
$6,441,000. CCPL Board President Ryan Alessi said this isn't
the final decision on the potential renovation of the library.
Prior to the vote, six people
made public comments, with
five of them stating they are a
proponent of the enhanced standard.
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins was in attendance but declined to comment after the meeting.
The grant the board is applying for has 19 applicants for a
$1 million grant that they would

Pass

By JORDAN FERGUSON
jfergusonemurrayiedgercom

JORDAN FERGUSON/ledger & Times
Emergency responders in Calloway County had a busy Monday night as a series of wrecks took place across the
county in the span of about an hour. A wreck on U.S.641 near Hazel involving a tractor and a Cadillac(bottom left) took
place early Monday night, sometime before 7 p.m. Not long after, another wreck involving two vehicles took place In
Stella on Kentucky 121 near Stella Drive(top photo). After a brief time, responders at the scene in Stella departed for a
third wreck, which took place on Rob Mason Road (bottom right), where a man who had allegedly been driving under
the influence veered from the roadway and passed through at least two yards before rolling and ultimately coming to
rest after crashing into a residence. The Calloway County Sheriff's Office and EMS were checking the driver to ensure
no medical treatment was needed before transporting him to the Calloway County Jail. There were no serious injuries
sustained during the evening.

The incorporation of previously planned awards - meant
to recognize members of the
Murray and Calloway County
community who promote diversity and inclusion - into pre-existing events within the community in lieu of a signature
event was discussed Monday
during the monthly meeting of
the city's Human Rights Commission.
Over the meetings held
during the past year, the creation of an HRC signature event
was contemplated. After many
changes in concept, scale and
nature, the fate of the event was
seemingly in limbo, especially
after the departure of former
HRC Chair Jody Coffer Randall
and Vice Chair Jessica Evans.
Tbe concept behind the event
was the recognition of members
of the community who promote
diversion and inclusion, with
recognition coming in the form
of a series of awards. Over various meetings, five different
awards were contemplated and
two of them were named.
The two awards were named
were the James H. Frank Award
for Diversity Through Education and the Bill Wells Award
for an Inclusive Democracy.
"At the last meeting, we talked about giving these awards at
the MLK Jr. Celebration and
day of service, which will be
in January," said HRC Chair
SG Carthell. "(At an upcoming
meeting,) we will be talking
about the day of service, the
breakfast, the candlelight vigil, but an additional part of this
will be setting aside some time
)0 See HFIC Page 2

Lyons couple handles
Red Cross duties in Florida
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom

were spared the worst of this,
though.
"We're hearing reports out of
The 17th disaster deployment North Carolina of dams breaking
for Mike and Marie Lyons of and flooding everywhere. That's
Murray with the American Red where the action is. That's where
Cross so far has not been too ac- Mike and I shine, and we're
tion-packed.
hoping that (the Red Cross naDispatched to the east coast tional headquarters) will decide
of Florida after last week's strike to close (the mobile kitchen
by Hurricane Matthew,they said brigade that the Lyons and othMonday that they have found er volunteers are manning) and
the area around Jacksonville not send us up there."
nearly as challenging as what
Earlier, it had looked as if
they have faced with previous Florida would be in much worse
missions. Most people probably shape. As Matthew took aim on
would welcome such a situation. Florida late Thursday and FriNot the Lyonses, who are day, it was a Category 4 storm
hoping they will receive orders packing maximum sustained
to head to more hard-hit areas, winds of 145 mph with gusts apnamely North and South Caroli- proaching 200 mph.
na. where Matthew's impact was
However, the storm's eye
much worse.
wall, where those devastating
"That's what we specialize winds reside, stayed just off the
in. going to the places with the coast, with the highest gusts regreatest need," Marie said Mon- corded being 107 mph near Cape
day afternoon as she and her Canaveral. Fears had been that
husband returned to Jackson- the entire Florida Atlantic coast
ville after spending the morning from north of Fort Lauderdale
Photo provided
in communities on Atlantic coast to Jacksonville would be left in
islands about 20 miles away. ruins, but when all was said and- Mike and Marie Lyons of Murray were dispatched to the east coast of Florida after last
week's strike by Hurricane Matthew. The trip was the 17th disaster deployment forth.
"People are glad to see us, and
a. See LYONS Page 2 couple, who work with the American Red Cross.
that makes you feel good. They
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WEATHER

Daily Forecast
Today: Mostly sunny, with a high near 80.
Light south southeast
wind becoming south 5
to 9 mph in the morning.
Mostly
Tonight:
a
low
around
clear, with
54. South southeast
wind around 6 mph.
Wednesday: Sunny, with a high near 78.
South wind 7 to 9 mph.
Wednesday Night:
A 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms after 1am.
Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 55. South
wind around 6 mph becoming west after midnight.
Partly
• Thursday:
;iunny, with a high near
48. North wind around
.1j1 mph.
Night:
Thursday
ostly cloudy, with a
w around 51. East
ifflortheast wind 3 to 5
:Mph.

t

Friday: A chance of From front
showers and thunder- receive an equal portion every
storms. Mostly cloudy, year for 20 years if they are
with a high near 70. approved. The grant could also
Light east southeast change depending on the legislature.
wind.
After the application is subFriday
Night: A mitted, the board can't change
chance of showers and the application, but it can be
thunderstorms, main- changed if the library is chosen
for the grant. The board could
ly before 1am. Most- also have the grant approved,
ly cloudy, with a low but not the amount of funding it
around 56. Light east requested.
Trustee Catherine Lanier
wind.
made the motion while Paula
Saturday:
Mostly Compton seconded the motion.
sunny, with a high near Board trustee Ricky Lamkin ab79. South wind 3 to 8 stained from the vote.
Lamkin said there are several
mph.
factors to consider when applySaturday Night: A ing for the grant because other
slight chance of show- aspects could change the outers and thunderstorms. look of the project.
"There's a lot of people afPartly cloudy, with a low fected
by that decision," he said.
around 63. South wind "A lot more than that's in this
room, a lot more that's associat5 to 7 mph.
Sunday: A slight ed with any interest groups that
we have to consider as board
chance of showers and members when we are committhunderstorms. Partly ting them to 20 to 30 years of
sunny, with a high near fixed debt."
Lan3kin said it's important to
80. South southwest know
what the potential ofsome
wind 7 to 9 mph.
decisions could have been.
"I've been on the board of 6
Sunday Night: A
slight chance of show- 1/2 years, since I'm being vilified by so many in the room for
ers and thunderstorms. not automatically agreeing with
Partly cloudy, with a low everything that is proposed, and
around 62. South wind I get that on a regular basis," he
said."I have to look back to see
around 5 mph.
what vision we've had of what
Monday: Mostly sun- could happen, what might hapny, with a high near 81. pen and what the potential is."
South southwest wind 6
to 11 mph.

Every Donation Brings Hope

He said the Friends of the
Library is driving the conversation.
"The Friends of the Library
is composed of 50 people and
they're driving this conversation," he said. "There's 38352
people in this community. That
leaves you a lot people under-represented that don't have
a comment. I am repeatedly,
repeatedly approached by the
community. I'm on a number of
boards; people know me. People are able to talk to me and
routinely told that my concerns
are in agreement with a lot of
people's concern, but the whole
conversation is driven by 50

people or fewer."
Lamkin has been vocal on his
stance about the library being in
the wrong location. He said if it
was at another location, it could
be the library for all the schools
in Murray and not only Murray
Middle School. He said he's
been to 80 meetings during his
time, but he asked if the current
plan was the right decision, but
he said he is in agreement for a
better library.
Alessi agreed with Lamkin
about vision.
"There are going to be a few
who will oppose any kind of
expansion under the guidance
of various excuses, and I would

submit to you that the core of
that argument is a lack of vision," he said."I think if we focus on all the what-ifs and what
could happen, it could paralyze
us. We,as a board, need to look
at what's best for the community, financially, and using that vision for what is possible."
Alessi said the plan they will
use for the grant has most of the
things people want in a 21st century library.
"The vision is to imagine
what is possible," he said.
The board meets again at 4:30
p.m. Wednesday in the meeting
room of the CCPL.•

ployments to the northeast after to flood and families' lives to be
cies.
"You know that they were Super Storm Sandy (in Novem- suddenly turned upside-down.
"It reminds me of what we've
spared,but these people who are ber 2012) or Oklahoma (in the
From front
going through this don't feel that wake of monster tornadoes in seen in eastern Kentucky in past
done, power outages and some they were spared," Marie said. May 2013). That is devastation." years," Marie said of reports she
Ironically, Matthew appears has been hearing out of the Carsporadic damage to buildings "It's kind of like people who
— along with the occasional de- have trees fall on their houses. to have inflicted its worst dam- olinas. "We would see houses
struction of an ocean pier — were We may not think of it being a age while at its weakest stages up there after floods and they'd
'disaster,' but if it's your house, as a hurricane. Damage in North be missing two sides, yet people
the main problems.
Still, with power out to more it is a disaster. We haven't seen and South Carolina came after still lived there. Then, we go up
than 1 million people, getting much of that kind of stuff so far, Matthew had dropped to a Cate- there again after they had rehot meals and other supplies be- but it is there in some places, gory 1 storm Saturday with sus- built, and the same house would
comes a need for the residents, and you definitely want to help tained winds of between 75 and be missing the other two sides.
85 mph. This, though, is where That's the kind of thing that's
which the Lyonses and other those people.
'This is not 'devastation,' it dropped its heaviest rains, going on up there, I think, right
volunteers are happy to provide
from emergency response vehi- though. We've seen that in de- causing rivers to swell, homes now."

•LYONS

▪ HRC
Weqern Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County
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the special board meeting
during
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Alessi
Ryan
President
Interim Ubrary Board
held Monday.

From front
to recognize the Jim Frank and
the Bill Wells award.

"The question I would like to
put on the table is, for the (inaugural)awards,I think it would
be nice to recognize the folks
who the awards were named after first. It is my understanding

Submit your Murray State homecoming photos
from years past for our annual MSU
Homecoming publication.

that these aFp:IttrirdS for §ervice.
which these people exemplified
during their-mlives, but during
their lives, we didn't really honor them for that. So, to award
it to them posthumously first,
with their families there (would
be the best way to introduce the
awards). Then,next year, we can
award them to others."
Carthell felt that the best inaugural recipients for the James
H. Frank Award for Diversity
Through Education and the Bill
Wells Award for an Inclusive
Democracy would be Frank
and Wells themselves. Carthell
mentioned that, in order to solidify the awards and what they
imply, it would be best to first
recognize the individuals who
inspired them.
"That will establish the spirit
of the awards and bring recognition to their lives," he said."We
can work with some folks and

put together a sm4/1 biography
or video (to tell th*.stories)."
The idea seemeeto take root,
with other members of the commission agreeing that it would
be a good way to recognize and
establish the nature and spirit of
the awards. The idea currently would be to talk to former
students, colleagues and family members about Wells and
Franks to illuminate who the
men were and how they made
a meaningful impact worthy of
emulation.
Initially, the HRC signature
event was to be standalone, but
due to budgetary concerns, the
feasibility of such an endeavor
seemed out of reach. Carthell
said the incorporation of these
awards into other events for
the time being would allow the
commission to better conceive
of a more sustainable event for
the future. II
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Dear Calloway Taxpayer:

1001 Whittle]] Ave.
Murray. KY 12071
270-753-1916

There's an old saying: "Don't tax me; tax that goat behind
the tree." It turns out that "the goat" is all of those who
qualify for the pay roll tax in the city. Some of the city
council members want to punish the surceitsful, yet let all
the MSU students who don't work, and all the older folk
(whose income comes from other sources) off the book- yet drive on our paved streets. Vice-President Joe Biden
says: "Everyone should have some skin in the games."
Don't you agree??? In fact, the city had a very successful year with over a million dollars from the alcohol tax!
The concerned taxpayers of calloway county go on
the record as being ugposed to this unfair _pay roll tax.
Our next meeting is Mon,Oct 17th at 4:30 PM at Pagliai's.
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EDUCATION
Kentucky Center for School Safety
announces Ky Safe Schools Week
Special to the Ledger
October is Bullying Prevention Month and Oct I6-22nd is
Kentucky Safe Schools Week.
This year's theme is "Be the
HERO; STOP the Bullying!"
which focuses on everyday heroes, their roles in our lives and
how each one of us need to step
up and "Be the HERO" when
the opportunities arise both in
school and in life. "Honor",
"Encourage", "Respect" and
"Opportunity" will be the powerful words emphasized in our
campaign to empower students
to choose to be a HERO either
openly or silently using
an online tipline. Being a
HERO isn't just a label for a
time it's an attitude and a code
to live by.
During this week, all Kentuckians will be urged to improve the safety of our schools
by educating students, staff and

adger & Times
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plan they will
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community members about con- Resources will also be available
flict resolution, bullying preven- for school administrators, partion and relationship building. ents and community involveIf students choose to be a "Silent ment at www.kysafeschools.orgi
Hero" and help without getting ssw.php
involved for fear retaliation,
The Kentucky "Be the
the Kentucky Center for School HERO; STOP the Bullying!"
Safety offers to partner with campaign is sponsored by the
schools and provide a "free" on- Kentucky Center for School
line reporting tool, the STOP! Safety. This observance coTIPLINE. The tip line encour- incides with
the national camages students, parents or compaign. America's Safe Schools
munity members, who know of
Week is sponsored by the Naan unsafe situation in school, to
tional School Safety Center.
anonymously pass on that infor"Heroes come is all shapes and
mation to school personnel by
using a digital format. Check sizes, every day we witness heit out at wwwlycss.orgistop/re- roes in our schools working to
teach, coach and train our stusources.php
During Safe Schools Week dents. Hats off to all our heroes
our website supplies a variety of and we encourage our students
teaching aids including an on- to step up and be the hero to help
line "Be the HERO; STOP the us stop bullying in our schools,
Bullying! Pledge," PowerPoint providing a safer environment
presentations, lessons, interac- for all." said Jon Akers, Executive websites and much more. tive Director, KCSS.
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Photos provided
TWINNING ON PICTURE DAY: Murray Elementary School students Jenna Stone, Betsy
Perdomo Zambrano, Willa Kate Walker and Madelyn Sugg pose in their matching outfits
on picture day.
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Photos provided
LOCAL SCHOOLS SUPPORT KENTUCKY SAFE SCHOOLS WEEK:The month of October
is Bullying Prevention month with next week, Oct 16-22, being Kentucky Safe Schools
Week. The theme for this year is "Be the HERO; STOP the Bullying!" Shown, from top,
are teachers, students, staff and school resource officers from Murray Elementary
School, East Calloway Elementary, North Elementary and Southwest Elementary as they
pledge to "Honor others and myself by not bullying or participating in bullying activities, Encourage others to stop actions that could be perceived as bullying, Respect the
everyday heroes in authority around me, Take Opportunities to become a HERO."

Ethan Peng

GARDEN CENTER • NURSERY • FLORIST
2397 State Route 94E • Murray,KY • 270-753-4050
(from Murray take 94E, 1-112 miles on right)

Fall Is In The Air!!!
Come To Us For All Your Fall Decorating Needs!!
Extra Large Mums• Ornamental Cabbage •Pumpkins• Straw
Gourds • Asters•Sweet Autumn Clematis• Ornamental Grasses
FRESH VEGGIES FROM OUR FALL GARDEN AVAILABLE DAILY!
Call Us for Current Availability.

Ethan Peng, 3rd grader at Murray Elementary, is a leader and role model for success in academics and b{
havior. He is the 1st student at our school this year to earn a gold tag by going above and beyond what is
asked of him. Ethan is very responsible and proactive. For example, Ethan challenges himself by doing exit!,
enrichment work in oddition to class work. Furthermore, he chooses to dojobs in the classroom and schooT
stacking other people's chairs, shelving books, picking things up off the floor to keep the building safe al*
clean,etc. Staff members know they can depend on him to make good chokes and to finish anything asked4,`
him. Other students enjoy being with Ethan, whether it be play time or while he is assisting them with a task
Ethan Peng Is an exceptional student and exemplifies our 17ger Traits every day!

Shrub and Tree Sale Continues 25% OFF
Perennials and Herbs 50% OFF
Open Monday-Saturday 9am-3pm
www.beanstoblossoms.com • info@beanstoblossoms.com
maim Thelearroyeank cos

a

Murray:405 5. 12th St & 700 N. 12th St.
270.7533626
Hazel: 405 Main St.• 270.492.8388 ME

1001 Whitriell Ave.• Murray
270.753.1916
wmv.murrayledeer rem
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Shower Shirt
inventor to speak
atBaptist Health

Spelling Bee to be held

Datebook
Martha
Finney Andrus,

The Murray Adult Spelling Bee sponsored by
the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will be at 6:30 p.m. Monday,Oct. 24,at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse. The entry fee is
$30 for a team of three.The proceeds will benefit
the Calloway County Adult Education program
and literacy projects of the Alpha Department.
For team registration or questions,call 270-7537870.

Aurora to hold fall festival

The Aurora Fall Festival will be Friday, Oct.
ammunitY edit°1 21,through Sunday,Oct. 23,at the Aurora Community Park. There will be a parade at 11 a.m. on Saturday, with
crafts, local entertainment, food, raffles and a flea market offered.
The public is invited to attend.

Line dance class offered
A line dance class will be held at 5:30 p.m. every Wednesday at
the American Legion Hall at 310 Bee Creek Drive. Class fee is $5.A
couples line dance class will be at 6:30 p.m. and class fee is $10 or
$10 for both classes. For more information, call Donna at 731-4450080 or show up for the class. Everyone is welcome.

MWC Zeta Department will meet
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at
2 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 13, at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. The
program will be presented by Sherece Coale,director of The Gentry
House. The hostesses will be Shirley Uzzle, Lochie Hart and Soledad Rust.

Breast Cancer luncheon planned
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital will host its annual Breast
Cancer Awareness Luncheon at 11:30 a.m. Wednesday, Oct. 19, in
the Murray Room of the CFSB Center on the campus of Murray
State University. This event is free of charge and those interested
are asked to RSVP by calling 270-762-1381 or email marketing@
murrayhospital.org.

Remembrance Walk to be held
A Pregnancy and Infant Loss Remembrance Walk will be held at 9
a.m. on Saturday, Oct. 15,starting at the Chestnut Street Park. Registration will begin at 8 a.m. For more information,contact amandamoyers19@gmai1.com or bjohnson@cnmsrock.com.

MWC Delta Department to meet
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at
11 a.m. on Wednesday,Oct. 12, at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
.The program will be presented by Tiffany Stanger on essential oils.
The hostess is Dee Morgan.

Empty Bowl Project planned
-

The Murray-Calloway County Need Line in partnership with the
Murray Art Guild and the Murray-Calloway County Park will present the Empty Bowl Project from 5:30-7:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 14,
on the deck of Playhouse in the Park. A simple meal of soup, bread,
drink and dessert with a custom bowl will be served. Tickets are $20
before the event and $25 at the door. Tickets are available at Need
Line at 509 N. Eighth St., Kopperud Realty at 711 Main or by calling 270-753-6333 or 270-753-1222. Tickets may also be purchased
from any Need Line Board member.

Fall concert to feature Jeffrey
The Fall Concert Mini-Series sponsored by Keller Williams Realty and Gallimore Electrical Contractors will be offered at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 11, at the Rotary Amphitheater in the Murray-Calloway County Central Park."Terry Mike Jeffrey Unplugged" will be
presented. The Paducah singer-songwriter will perform his favorite
'hits. Tickets are $8 in advance and $10 at the door for general admission. Reserved seats are $12.50 or $40 for a season pass and
include a reserve chair. Advance tickets at Keller Williams Realty
.offices, Murray-Calloway County Hospital or the Convention Bureau. Guests are encouraged to bring a lawn chair. Concessions are
available and coolers will not be permitted. In the event of rain, the
show will be scheduled one week later. All funds raised will be used
'to purchase a 3D mammography for the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For questions, call 270-227-0253.
• CC Genealogical Society will meet
The Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet at 6 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 13, at the Calloway County Public Library meeting
room. Visitors are welcome. For more information, call 270-7538264.

*:Seminars to be held at Wesley at Murray

Wesley at Murray and Wesley Murray Meadow at 440 Utterback
c-Road will present a nutrition seminar on grains presented by Myrna Vazquez of the Calloway County Extension Service at 10 a.m.
Thursday, Oct. 13, in Building 100. Also on Thursday, Heartland
7: Rehabilitation will present a seminar on physical fitness at 12:30
p.m. in Building 100, and from 1-3 p.m., there will be a fall festival
in Building 500.The public is invited to attend all events.

Sierra Club meeting to be Wednesday
The Great Rivers Group of the Sierra Club will meet from 7-8:30
p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 12, in Room 1119 of the Biology Building at
Murray State University. The fall and winter schedule of hiking,outings and special events will be discussed. The guest speaker will be
Aloma Dew of Owensboro.Those with an interest in environmental
issues are welcome to attend. For more information,contact George
at 270-753-8910.

Photo provided
MAGAZINE CLUB: Virginia Randolph (left) gave the
"thought of the day" and Sheila Henry presented the program on Madeleine Albright at a Murray Magazine Club
meeting. The next meeting will be at 2 p.m. on Oct. 27 at
the home of Linda Kelly.

The award-winning inventor of the shower shirt, the first and only
patented water-resistant garment to protect mastectomy and chest
surgery patients while showering, will speak at Baptist Health Paducah's annual breast cancer awareness luncheon.
The free event,co-sponsored with the Kentucky Cancer Program,
will be from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Oct. 21 in the Myre River Room of
the Carson Center. Seating is limited and reservations are required
by calling 270-442-1310 or emailjamiesmith@vci.net.
Lisa F. Crites, a southeast Missouri native and a Murray State
University graduate, invented The shower shirt following a double
mastectomy in 2009. Crites, who lives in Cocoa Beach,Florida,is a
former broadcast journalist and current corporate health care consultant and media strategist.
"I'm thrilled to be speaking at Baptist Health's Pink Passion luncheon event this month," Crites said."Being diagnosed with breast
cancer at 41,I'm obviously a huge advocate for breast cancer education and awareness. Knowledge is power and these types of events
help empower women with the clinical knowledge needed for prevention. I've presented at breast cancer events around the world,
but am extremely excited to travel back to Kentucky, a state where
I spent four years in college while at Murray State University."•

Jurassic Journeys comes to Discovery Park of America
Special to the Ledger
The Jurassic Journeys traveling exhibit is now open at
Discovery Park of America in
Union City, Tennessee. This exhibit has been seen throughout
the world and, due to the Kirkland Foundation, Discovery
Park of America will be offering
this exhibit at least twice a year.
The ATA Traveling Exhibit
Hall is alive with the sounds,
motion and intrigue of these
prehistoric animals. A winding
trail will take you past a tyrannosaurus rex, a stegosaurus, a
pachycephalosaurus, a maiasaura, a deinonychus pack attacking a tenontosaurus and much
more. There is a remote control
that moves the animated duckbilled hadrosaur and a "Dino
Dig Site."
Jurassic Journeys is now open
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Sunday until Dec. 31.
Park admission is $5 for students to tour the exhibit, $6 for
Discovery Park members and
$7 for others. Pre-kindergarten
children are admitted free.
To find out more about Discovery Park of America, visit
Photo provided
www.discoveryparkofamerica. Pictured is Russell Orr, discovery guide
and educator at Discovery Park of America,
corn.•
taking a peek at the mechanized dinosaurs on exhibit in the ATA Traveling Exhibit Hall.

Special to the Ledger
The Murray State Student-Athlete Advisory Committee will sponsor a canned food drive with all proceeds benefitting the Murray
Calloway County Need Line.
The event will kick off Saturday with a special ticket offer for the
home football game against University of Tennessee at Martin. Any
fan who brings at least five canned goods will be able to buy one
ticket and get an additional ticket at no cost. The same offer will be
available for the men's basketball exhibition game against Berry on
Nov. 3. These special ticket offers are available only on the day of

the specified game.
For those not able to attend the game,food items may be brought
to the Murray State University Department of Athletics offices on
the second floor of Roy Stewart Stadium. Any non-perishable food
or household items will also be accepted, and monetary donations
will be used to purchase eggs.
The food drive will run until Nov. 18, when donations will be
delivered to Need Line. Last year,over 5,000 items were donated by
the Racer athletics department in advance of the holiday season. MI

Local attorney to provide free services to veterans

Special to the Ledger
Local attorney Ricky Lamkin will provide free legal services to veterans on the second
and fourth Wednesday of each
month at 1 p.m. at the American
Legion Post 73 at 310 Bee Creek
Drive.
"I will assist veterans and
their families with simple wills,
living wills and power-of-attor-

ney issues," said Lamkin.
Lamkin said he would also be
available to assist Post 73 service officers with legal issues
that might arise in claims with

the Veterans Administration.
"Ricky is a veteran himself
and understands a lot of the issues that veterans face when
they leave the military," said
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Our residents enjoy...

Live Music• Games• Exercise
Religious Services• And so much more!

Ladies Auxiliary VFW to meet
Ladies VFW Post 6291 will meet at 7 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 13,
at the National Guard Armory. An informal meeting with the VFW
Post 6291 will be at 6:30 p.m. For more information, call Loretta
Barrow at 270-489-2436.

Soup for the Soul Community Kitchen serves free dinner from 4-6
p.m. Monday-Friday at 411 Maple St. in downtown Murray. Donations are always accepted. For more information,call 270-759-0800.
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"...where we are all onefamily!"

VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday,
Oct. 13, at the National Guard Armory. For more information, call
Flenoy Barrow at 270-978-1052.

The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at
11 a.m. Thursday,Oct. 13, at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. The
program will be 'Trick or Treat." The hostess is Shirley Robinson.

Hs

Fern Terrace...your personal care home...

VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday

MWC Home Dept. meeting planned

Post 73 Commander Mike Nutter. "We invite anyone with
questions to call Mark Kennedy
at 270-752-3333." Ill

Virgil

HWY.641 N.• MURRAY
270-753-172.5
www.rollingh.com
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Virgil Lee Hale
Virgil Lee Hale, 79, of Paris, Tennessee, died
Friday, Oct. 7,2016,at his home.
He was born Nov. 5, 1936, in Nashville, Tennessee,to Roy Hale and Maude Luther Hale.
He was a minister for the Church of Christ for
60 years, preaching in the states of North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Kentucky. He
held gospel meetings and lectureships in many
other states and Bermuda. He was also involved
in radio and television evangelism, including a
question-and-answer television program called
Ha
"Searching the Scriptures."
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by two brothers, Wyman and Wendell Hale, and grandson
Matthias Meredith.
Mr. Hale is survived by his wife, Dana Crowell Hale, whom he
married Nov. 20, 1962, in Nashville, Tennessee; four daughters,
Danette Delaney and husband Steve of Paris, Teri Mercer and husband Steven of Huntsville,Alabama,Linda Creasy and husband Jeff
of Milan, Tennessee, and Andrea Gammon and husband John of
Newbern, Tennessee; 10 grandchildren, Whitney Tucker and husband Wesley, Haley Clark and husband Josh, Cara Bynum,Reagan
Meredith, Justin Creasy, Connor Creasy, Adreana Gammon, Grace
Gammon,John Parker Gammon,and Knowlon Gammon; and three
great-grandchildren, Carter and Brooks Tucker and Eli Clark.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Tuesday, Oct. I I ,2016,at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Ronnie Scherffius and Joel Plunkett officiating. Burial will follow in Green Plain Cemetery. Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Monday, Oct. 10, 2016, at the funeral
home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Memphis School of
Preaching, 3950 Foresthill Irene Road, Memphis,TN 38125.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

OBITUARIES
Jean Emery
Jean Emery,88,of the Clear Springs community of Graves County, Kentucky, died Saturday, Oct. 8,2016, at Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation in Paducah, Kentucky.
She was a member of Trace Creek Baptist Church and a homemaker.
She was preceded in death by her husband, EA. Emery; one sister; one brother, and her parents.
Mrs. Emery is survived by her three sons, Mark Emery and wife
Janice of Scottsville, Roger Emery and wife Stephanie of Jacksonville, Florida, and Jeff Emery and wife Rita of Hazel; one sister; one
brother; five grandchildren and 19 great-grandchildren.
The funeral services will be at 2 p.m. Wednesday Oct. 12,2016,
at Byrn Funeral Home in Mayfield, with Ronnie Stinson Sr. and Ronnie Stinson Jr. officiating. Burial will follow in Trace Creek Cemetery. Visitation will be from noon-2 p.m. Wednesday. Oct. 12, 2016,
at the funeral home.
In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to Trace Creek Baptist Church Scholarship Fund, 3577 State Route 131, Mayfield, KY
42066.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements.
Odie Phillips
Odie Phillips, 93, of Murray, Kentucky, died Sunday, Oct. 9,
2016,at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
She was born Oct. 20, 1922,in Marshall County, Kentucky.
She retired from General Motors as a fisher body and seamstress.
She was a member of Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
She was preceded in death by her husband, RJ. Phillips; her parents; a son,Gary Phillips; and sisters.
Mrs. Phillips is survived by a daughter-in-law, Sandra Phillips of
Benton; a grandson,Todd Phillips of Ann Arbor, Michigan,two stepgrandsons, Steve Kokowicz of Michigan and Michael Kokowicz of
Florida; four stepgreat-grandchildren, Jake, Dallas, Brooke and Michael Jr. Kokowicz; two stepgreat-great-grandchildren, and several
nieces and nephews.
No public services will be held.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

State graduates 27 officers
from Basic Training Academy
More work planned
for 1-24 interchange
Kentucky Press News
Service
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Tyler S. Ellison, Erlanger Police Department
Tavis D. Elzy, Shelbyville
RICHMOND - Twenty-sev- Police Department
en law enforcement officers
Logan E. Faulkner, Stanton Special to the Ledger
from agencies across the state Police Department
A contractor for The Kengraduated from basic training
Tony E. Godbey, Jr., Har- tucky Transportation Cabinet
(KYTC) plans a temporary dayFriday at the Kentucky Depart- rodsburg Police Department
ment of Criminal Justice TrainRobert A. Hall, Hazard Po- time lane restriction for eastbound traffic along Interstate 24
ing.
lice Department
at the Exit 25 Purchase Parkway
The graduates of Class 476
Wesley D. Hicks, Glasgow
Interchange on Wednesday.
completed 23 weeks of training, Police Department
Starting around 9 a.m., eastwhich consisted of 923 hours if ,. Jonathan R. Holbrooks, Marbound traffic on I-24 will be
recnit-1341Wnstruction. 1•01 •
lip Pcike Deparmrpt
..tnans
.. _ ilow
restricted to one
allow
include& . e4/
1
4.•
' Chadwick D. tfundley, Paypaving of median
land ',
, law iffetises kid
' ette County Sheriff's Office
shift
prepare for a coming
procedures, vehicle operations,
Michael C. Kruer, Cincin- in this work zone.
firearms, investigations, first nati/N. KY Airport Police DeOn Wednesday, all eastbound
aid and CPR, patrol procedures, partment
traffic in this work zone will
orientation for new law enforceMarcus S. Lane, LaGrange move to the right-hand or drivment families and the mechanics Police Department
ing lane starting at the 1-24 Exit
of arrest, restraint and control, a
Eric D. Martin. Barbourville 25 Interchange. This eastbound
lane restriction is expected to
state news release said.
Police Department
Basic training is mandatory
Ian M. Morton, Stanton Po- be in place from about 9 a.m. to
about 3 p.m. Wednesday. Approfor Kentucky law enforcement lice Department
officers to comply with the
Clinton D. Overstreet, Spen- priate caution is required.
This eastbound lane restricstate's Peace Officer Profession- cer County Sheriff's Office
tion is part of a larger work
al Standards Act of 1998. The
Paul T. Pinson, Louisville
Department of Criminal Justice International Airport Police De- zone along 1-24 at Calvert City
Training provides basic training partment
for city and county police offiJoseph P. Puelo, Shelbyville
cers, sheriffs' deputies, univer- Police Department
sity police, airport police and
Kevin C. Saunders, Logan
others.
County Sheriff's Office
The agency also provides
Spencer S. Singer, Elizabethin-service and leadership train- town Police Department
ing for Kentucky law enforceZachary M. Stewart, Mayment officers and public safety field Police Department
dispatch training.
Kenneth W. Swanson, ElizaThe Department of Criminal bethtown Police Department
Justice Training is a state agenKelly M. Tipple, Elizabethcy located on Eastern Kentucky town Police Department
University's campus.
Adam K. Townsley, BarbourClass 476 graduates and their ville Police Department
agencies are:
Derek Michael Vaughan,
Kyle Austin, Shelbyville Po- Murray Police Department
lice Department
Jewelie A'. Wright, ScottsDonta M. Chinn, Fayette ville Police Department
County Sheriff's Office
Zachariah G.Zerbee,CynthiJessie S. Day, Perry County ana Police Department.•
MURRAY
Sheriff's Office

in Marshall County between the
25 and 27 mile markers to allow the I-24/Purchase Parkway
interchange to be upgraded so
1-69 can be extended southward
along the parkway. This work
zone includes a 55 mph speed
limit with an enhanced enforcement presence and double fines
for citations.
Jim Smith Contracting of
Grand Rivers is the prime contractor on the $37.8 million
reconstruction
interchange
project. The new 1-24/1-69 interchange at Calvert City has a
target completion date of July 1,
2018.
All work schedules are subject to change due to weather,
emergencies,and other factors.
Dial 511,log on to 511.ky.gov
or download the WAZE app for
the latest in traffic and travel information in Kentucky.•

FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Virgil Lee Hale,79
The funeral service will be at 11 a.m. Thesday,Oct. 1 1,2016.
at the funeral home. Burial will follow in Green Plain Cemetery.

AG finds Calloway PVA
violated Open Meetings Act
By DAVID SNOW
editoremurrayledger.com

Kentucky Attorney General
Andy Beshear ruled last week
that the Calloway County Property Valuation Administrator's
board of assessment appeals violated Kentucky's Open Meetings Act by asking an appellant
to wait in the hall during a meeting.
Ray Gough went to the board
of assessment appeals' June 17
meeting with his son and a friend
to appeal a property assessment.
According to a letter he sent
to board chair Ryan Stanger,
Gough said that he was asked to
stand in the hall by Property Valuation Administrator employee
Nikki McMillen-Crouch.
The meeting also served as
a training and orientation setting for the board of assessment
appeals, and McMillen-Crouch
was told by a representative of
the Kentucky Department of
Revenue to ask Gough to leave
during the training and orientation.
Gough said his appeal regarded an improper measurement of his property, where the
PVA claimed that he had a little
more than 3 acres. Gough hired
a surveyor, who found that the
property was 0.9 acres.
"We actually won that appeal, by the way - not that that
had anything to do with it, but
it wasn't a retaliation for an
adverse decision," Gough said
Monday. "We actually got everything we asked for there."
Citing a precedent set by the
Spencer County Board of Education - where a private training
session was held at the beginning of its meeting - the Attorney General's office found that
the PVA board of assessment
appeals violated the Open Meetings Act when it asked Gough to
leave the meeting.
It ruled that, since a quorum was present at the board
of assessment appeals meeting
- including the training, orientation and swearing in of board
members - that made it a public
meeting.
The Attorney General's office

released its findings Monday.
County Attorney K. Bryan
Ernstberger responded to the appeal last month.
"There was an orientation
session, since this was the first
meeting of the board," he said.
"He was excluded from that
based upon the board's historic
practice and the way that other
boards across the state have operated - the other boards of assessment appeals, 1 mean.
"...(The Attorney General's
office) decided that the orientation session for the board meeting should be open to the public.
As far as I know, this is the first
time that this matter has been
addressed, so it was a matter of
first impression, I guess for all
of us."
Ernstberger said that the decision from the Attorney General's office that the board of
assessment appeals is subject to
open meetings laws just came
down last year.
"I think that it's probably
fair to say that most of the other counties in this state are not
operating their board of assessment appeals as open public
meetings," he said. "1 suspect
that is changing slowly.
"...I'm confident that that the
board didn't know that it was
doing anything incorrect that
morning, and this opinion, really, in retrospect, gives us some
guidance going into the future
that the orientation sessions,
from now on, should be part of
the open public meeting."
McMillen-Crouch said that
Calloway was the first county
to have an Open Meetings Act
appeal filed against its board of
assessment appeals.
"1 can say, on behalf of our
office and the Department of
Revenue, that there will be a
meeting at the end of this month
to discuss how we need to do it
right from here on out," she said.
"I'm real big on following by
the book, so I feel that if we've
done something wrong, we need
to figure out how to fix it."
McMillen-Crouch emphasized that the assessments in the
PVA office are public records. II
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Advertisement for Bids
Separate sealed BIDS for the construction of
DMAPL16A (Maple (8 LP Miller Drainage
Improvements) will be accepted by the City of
Murray in the City Hall Building, 104 North 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 until 2:00 p.m.
(Local Time), October 19th, 2016, and then at said
building publicly opened and read aloud in the 2nd
Floor Council Chambers of City Hall. The project
involves the demolition and replacement of approximately 247 feet of 24 inch RCP pipe with 24 inch
CMP pipe, the demolition and replacement of 82
linear feet of sidewalk, and the excavation and
rehabilitation of approximately 95 linear feet of
drainage ditch to restore proper drainage. Also
required will be the removal and replacement of 2
stormwater drop inlets and 1 curb inlet. One other
drop inlet will need to be rehabbed during pipe
installation. The majority of this project lies within the roadway and will require pavement, curb and
gutter, and concrete swale replacement. Award
shall be made on the basis of lowest bid price, experience, workload, and ability to meet schedules.
Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be
obtained at the City Hall Building, 2nd floor, 104
North 5th Street Murray, Kentucky 42071 upon
payment of $20 dollars for each set. Checks shall
be made payable to the City of Murray Payment is
non-refundable
Bids shall be accompanied by a bid bond or a certified check payable to the City of Murray in the
amount equal to five percent(5%) of the bid.

?Mhz
Naha
Mon.12p.ri
lpa.
VW.LI pa

The OWNER reserves the right to reject any and all
BIDS and waive any formalities in the bidding. No
BID shall be withdrawn for a period of sixty (45)
days subsequent to the opening of the BIDS without
the consent of the OWNER. Prime bidder must be
a listed contract document-holder.
Any questions with respect to the CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS should be directed towards James
Oakley at 270-762-0350 Ext. 1133
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Legal
Notice

Help Wanted

J & L RENTALS MINI
STORAGE

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Call (270) 753-1916
email

t(
ti

720 S 4TH ST
MURRAY, KY

ti:

dassifiedenturrayleont

orstopbyat
office at 1001 Wh
lave.
•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-500 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927

WILL SELL THE
FOLLOWING UNITS
FOR
NON-PAYMENT ON:
OCTOBER 15, 2016
AT 9:00 AM
5,7, 10, 14, 27, 33, 34,
37, 44, 66, 69, 77, 82,
93, 100, 104, 110, 115,
118, 133.

Notice

pp y

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.

Subscr113e todag
to get the latest news &
don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!

Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported i
mmediately so
corrections can be
made.

HOPKINSVILLE Real
Estate 96 hour night
licensing class. Now
Registering
$960
Text/Call
270-2230789.
deloiseadams@yahoo.
COM

PENNY
lit'IVIPKIN PATCH
Airport Rd.
Follow Signs, Same
Location as Always,
Pumpkins ALL sties
J Gingles
270-753-6132
Like us on facebook 0
acetiook.com/

japennypumpkinpatch
mo.
6 mo.
12 mo.

$110.00
$160.00

check Money Order Visa

M/C

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Daytime Phone

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
(270) 753-1916
:

LEDGER1

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
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Nub Wanted
CRACKER Barrel hir
ing grill cooks, servers
cashiers & retail.
Apply online at
lobs.crackerbarrel corn
Benefits after 30 days

EXPERIENCED
MANAGER NEEDED:
The individual will
supervise
Kingdom
Trust
Operations
Department performance, plan and evaluate functions/responsibilities and follow all
reporting and organizational procedures. You
must have strong customer service, communication, analytical and
time
management
skills; achievement in
roles with significant
accountability; proven
ability to coach/motivate others, delegate
and operate in a team;
proficiency with modem office equipment;
and keenness and flexibility to work extended
hours, if necessary.
Bachelor's degree or
equivalent preferred;
additional experience
may be substituted for
education requirement.
Apply
at
KingdomTrust.corrVCar
eers
NOW accepting
resumes for front Office
Manager. Forward
resumes to
gopal@gopalhm.com
PROPERTY Manager
for
HUD
Apt
Community. Must have
strong computer skills.
HUD exp. preferred.
Good credit a must.
Send resume to ImseniorpropertyOgmail.co
RN PRN, Full time
LPN, and CNAs full
and part time. Legacy
Health Care in Puryear,
TN. Please apply in
person at 220 College
Street, Puryear, TN
38251
SPRING Hill Suites
Opening Soon!
Now Hiring
All Positions.
Apply at Kentucky
Carrer Center 3415
Hwy 641 North,
Murray, KY

060
Help Wanted
CRACKER Barrel hir
ng grill cooks, servers
cashiers & retail.
Apply online at
jobs.crackertarrel.com
Benefits after 30 days

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

JCPENNY
Immediate openings
available for, sales
associates, and
operations team.
Early mornings, and
daytime
positions.
Jewelry positions for
days and nights and
early morning custodial
work.
270-759-1400.
060
Help Wanted
HELP wanted. Retai
sales. Fast pace envi
ronment. Apply in per
son at Paint Plus
Flooring. Must be good
with color coordinating
& decorating.
MARKETING/OFFICE
Assistant. Local fast
growing sporting goods
manufacturer seeking
a highly organized
individual to assist with
marketing, systems,
and other office duties.
Some book keeping
and marketing
experience is a plus
Must be proficient with
computer and very
organized. Send
resume
to
matt0ienkofishing.co
m-

Guns

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
Ov.ned Operated by Thi McCRii7270-753-9224

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

I
I
I

150
Articles
For Sale
Straw $3.501 bale.
(270)753-4582, 270227-7352
Stephen King
Hard back books
Excellent conditions
Call 270-227-8721
Appliances
Maytag Double Load
Washer/Dryer
1 Year Old.
In Great Condition
$500/set 270-227-3211
Must Set by Oct. 29th

AUSTIN
S.
All typal
Bent
270-7(

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You
Matthew Imes,
Isc. Pm-Arrangement
Specialist & Funeral Director

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

f6nter
I....am ...or.,
•11,

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

IR

Homes For Rent

Wooded
lot in es
Murray
hi
270-91
270-7!

Monay ledg
Housing
AU real estate
is stablest to
blousing Act
illegal to ads"
eni.e, Umtata
lion based on
glom sea) lulu:
hUs or nahona
bon to make
ences. linstas
lion

State iaws fort
in the sale, in
of real estate b
addition to
under tederal

F(.._At:F.
FOA

ADOWs AND COACH ESTATES

We will know
advertising loi
is not in viola:
persons are I
that ail dwelln
available un a
nitybaiws.

MOBIL* HOME COHMUNITY

k(*i

Tr

fir

-

•

417 Surveillance•

For further a%
Housing Ad,.
meets, contat
Rene P. Milani

812 Whitnell Avenue • Murray

270-753-3853
MOBILE home for rent
. 270-293-6116.
Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556
or 270-753-9866.

3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
Included. $900. 270293-5423
Mallard's National
Hotel, Ltd
1 or 2 Bedroom Apt

Used stove, fridge,
carpeting, windows,
doors, electric
baseboard
heaters,
gas heaters, A/C units,
etc. 270-753-4109.

AKC Male
pies. Cha
ents. 8wk
shots. Haz
615-268-81

Think you tot your business'

PRE-PLANNING

2BR, 1BA duplex.
Furnished
270-7530259

Cash paid for good,
used guns

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.

Want to Buy

H&H

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum

1 Bedroom Efficiency
Apt. close to MSU Cal
between 10:00am and
5:00pm. 270-753-3474

TERMINTE Inspector
Apply in person
McGee Pest Control
1302 N. 12th St.

r

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

for Rent
Section 8, rent based
on income.
Utilities included.
Units are for elderly,
disabled, or
handicapped.
The complex has 1 & 2
bedroom apartments.
Contact: Christi Spann
at 270-753-3300 for
rental application.
830-430pm
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TTY-771

6.

dtt

NICE 2BR Duplex, All
Appliances.
270-227-7414

Apartments,
Duplexes
Townhouses
AVAILABLE NOW
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898

or a your storage convemence
CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:

University Heights
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR Rental
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2:30
1734 Campbell St.
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Hearing Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
Large 1br apt. Newly
remodeled. Close to
downtown,
Washer/dryer, No pets
$375 plus deposit
270-556-7928
CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

=Mgt*MimiLai- iti
IL
siodt Wu.- WOO ft i/Ii
Light, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

.11A161PAW

itir SSE

Climate Control
IfT6APIAD TAPE CAPE Cif ;1611P5TCPAcE 713`..7
1000 A N. 12th St • P.O. Box 65 Alurtay, KY 42071
Office 270 753 2905 - Fax - 270 753 9505

•gartandrentalsogmail.com
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557

-I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8558
1505 Dulguld Dr.
TOO 1-800-545-1833 ex1283

Nei
Bedroon
Riverfii
SBG Re,
Profe
270-2

New Chmo te

Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available,

Weal

720 S. 4TH ST
Corner of 121 S & Glendaie

finniA

10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Ya,

Yrrt1,4

G&C
STORAGE and

H 27O-753-9Q9

Houses For Rant

V*it us(-ohne at

119
1 9 E MAIN ST

otww.StiGpioptetv con)

(270)753-6266

O!

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath
21 Nottingham Ln
$950, lease and
deposits
270.293.3232

VAYlEr

mittrayi•vtgEltdiSA:EVE1

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

HOURS
140N-FRI
8 00-400
SATURDAY
8 00-12 00

Mu
Led
Leck

Let 1-c

FALLING

Celei

PRICES

160
Home Furnishings

270-75

As new solid oak
QUEEN Size bedroom
set
described
at
k4qky com/home/brset
4sale. Asking $1300.
618-524-7590
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets New in Plastic
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver $40 Down
Take home today!
210
Riserood
FIREWOOD For Sale
& Delivered. $80.00 a
rick. Call 270-293-7893

A
WWVV.MU

Inprint

25 WORD CLASSIFIED
ONLY $1&.00
2X2 DISPLAY AD

41,

ger & Times
Murnty Ledger & Times

Thesday, October 11, 2016 • 7

CONSTRUCTION
LLC
• Neal CiaStfletion
• atgledelt
• DrOallil & Plilltioi
• Licensed

Office Space for Rent
NOW Available
former sytvan location
606 Main Street.
Contact: Parker Ford
General Manager Wende 770-753-5773

MURRAY
'

AKC Male Collie puppies. Champion parents. 8wk old, first
shots. Hazel KY
615-268-8151

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

2BR, 1&1/2 bath, first
floor, 2nd floor. Located
310 Irvan St. $70,000
For more information
270-753-8981
270293-5080

120-211-0404
Gallimore Electrical Contrectors, L LC

rs of funeral
ray Co.

AD

me Rentals

NEW Build 3BR/2BA all
brick home.2 car
garage. The Gates.
270-227-0375

luloseld/limmerdoUltesleutiol
hoes C.SallImrs
yi.GECIAUKKAY.COM

Water Damaged Roars
Braces & Fkxx Josts
Remodeing & Plirrbeig

Message:

WI Do Insurance Wcek

Name of Payee:

Visa & Mastercard Accepted

CKOSSIZOCICIS

For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milani, 70.3) 648-10(10.

.imeiscepig-New&Eatiog

•Ateerssvat
,Waskmer

M lurray Ledger Er Times

•LAwAr CA,et

270-293-3406
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

TRAVIS

Serving
West Kentucky

10 YEARS EXP.
SERVING:
MURRAYIPA.RIIII

TONY TRAVIS

731-227-4904

•Vacuum 'Moping
•Dusting *Bathrooms
•
Murray Area
L
279-970-t762

KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING.COM

HILL SEPTIC
•- -WiliPPAPirovs4
EXcAYATION"
TRUCKING

Jeff Moore
951-281141253

'Home Improvemnts
'Bath 'Kitchen
Additions

(270) 293-8686

beat!
Subscribe

293-4020

753-1916

Call Nicki Today
Let me etdvertise your...
SMAI.L BUSINESS
OR
HOM E FOR SALE
271)-753-1916

270-349-63130

AU Aspects of
Remodeling

'Trimming / Tree
Removal
-Licensed Li Insu
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(8733)

don't

KEVIN

4 Residential/Commercial
*4 Locally Owned/Operated I
• lac. & Ins.
Call 'Terry at
j

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Asph,,L •i litton

-Drywall 'Painting
•Tile •Flooring 'Decks

All Your Septic Nevis
Installation
& Repair
Diet, Grovel,
White Rock.
Sand & Mulch

and
miss a

I
1

(270)474-0323

routine...

today

rMOW PROZ

•Dnveways
*Patios
•Stamping
*Garages
*Dirt Work
•Lic. & Ins.

I
I

Licensed &
Insured

SERVICE

(2701227-3140

30 years experience .

CALL

270-293-3248

moore's
Concrete

Cleaning

of your daily

FREE ESTIMATES

ELECTRIC

FRAME'S
TREE

Ron Frame

Make us a part

FREE to a good home
only. 3 Puppies 1 Male
2 Female Solid Black
Lab/German Shepherd
mix. They have been
wormed. Call 270-2933531 270-293-4386.-

& DEBRIS REMOVAL 'FALL LEAF CLEAN UP I
FALL SCRUB TRIMMING*

CAROL YOUNG

270-293-4256

LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

GARY W. DICK

Jason Hill

GARAGE 0004t
SlERVtelt

Striping
Gravel-Dirt-Sand

LAWN SERVICE

Scorr
2?0-928-91.5?

(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

YOU NO'S

Pil.nttbe,ucoatwy

-Rev:Amer/Aal lair

Repair

90 WALL STCCT
PURYZAR, TN 38251

ASPHALT

CLEAN CUT

CONTACT

Hill Appliance

270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

www.hillelectric.com

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

DEAMINE: PSOV. 4.AT MO PM

•Ci2MMERC/Al

weekly & special pickups
ocally owned/operated

I

$12SINGLE SPACI
$111 DOUBLE Salta

DC ZAWDSCOYNC

•Lonesomestekteitstee -1111M tree mkt etc.
•thead kin tent
•FelleeItemmed esti WinterPrmaredness

Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

•

Phone:

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Since 1986

We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is rot to violation cit the law. Al!
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellinp advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.

Number of Years Served:

LLC

(270) 759-0890

Hill Electric

Branch of Sauk.:

Improvement

Dedyiletalielim

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
AU real estate advertised herein
is .subjett to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad which makes it
illegal to advertise any prefer.
awe, limitation or discrimination based on race. color, relt.
gioix sex, handicap. familial staim or national ongin, or intention to make any suds prefer.
trice.. limitations or discrunina.
tinn

Name:

David's Home

BRICK Home for Sale
in Puryear. 3Br 1 1/2Eta
1600sq/ft. New intenor
paint and carpet with
fenced
backyard.
89,900.
For more information
call 731-247-6193.

State laws totted discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
if real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.

lience

St

111-1161-$279

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

Matthew Iwo.
Pre-Arrangernent
Funeral ()weft°,

Wooded residential
lot In established
Murray neighborhood
270-978-0876
270-759-5469

Insured

• Fire & Water
Restoration
• Free Estimates

or Lease.

'Seal Coating
& Striping
• Licensed-Insuied

•Insured .Sr Discount
"Free Estimates
'Member of "A' Rating
on Angie's List

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

270-436-5959

(270) 759-0501

BIL2zeogleftleattleiled

CATIONS:

CROSSWORDS

GAME CENTER

tip- ilei:01E

CPAcr fliT05!

CATARACT WORD SEARCH

ay,A'Y 42071
753 9505

als

RENTALS
-STORAGE

121 S & G

E MAIN ST

)753-6266

A

A
A

A

A

A

Fl

74nniversary's

A

A

A

A

Engagemevit's

X

A

A

A

A

A
A

A

A

A

0
ACUITY
AGING
AMBULATORY
ANATOMY
ANTERIOR
ASTIGMATISM
BLURRED
BRAIN

A

A

0
X

A
X
CATARACT
CONGENITAL
CONTRAST
CORTEX
DILATION
DOCTOR
EXAMINATION
FOCAL

A
A

A

INCISION
INFLAMMATION
INTRAOCULAR
IRIS
LASER
MICROSCOPE
OPt-fTHALMaDGY
OltifterteaCGY

OUTPATIENT
PREOPERATIVE
RADIATION
REFRACTION
RETINAL
SECONDARY
SENSATION
TONOMETRY

TOPICAL
TRANSPARENCY
TRAUMA
VISION

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The obiect Is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3,3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of tie Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday.
By Dave Green

270-753-1916
Answer to previous puzzle

FIED

A

A

A

A

eirthday's

Let us/10
you
Celebrate

0

A

6 8 2 4 7
5 4 16 2
39 7 8 1
278 9 3
9 5 47 6
1 36 2 5
4 25 1 8
81 93 4
76 3 5 9

9
3
5
1
8
4
7
6
2

1 3,5
8 7,9
6 2 4
54_6
3i 1 2
7 91til
9 6 3
2 5 7
4 8H1

43 Deal

maker
DOWN
1 Despise
2 "Loma —"
3 Wheel

_ AMMY

CANED

PAR
CA I
H I CKENSOUT
KIN
EAT
PS I
LEMON
AHEAD
VENT
TINGE
ASSEO
ENOS

connectors
4 Walker, on
13 Keep
a sign
under
Yesterday's answer
5 One with
control
28 Enter19 Cc dee
instant
15 Start of a
dispensers
prise
siblings
count
crewman
22— dia6 Yokels
16 Afg.
grEim
30 Winter
7 Cabinet
neighbor
tool)
footgear
(lolgic
wood
17 Cochlea
Conjure
out
31
23—
Censored
8
setting
(cairnup
9 "Smiley's
18 Election
32 Turn red,
ple ted)
People"
night news
maybe
24 Stuffed
author
20 Debate
Wasn't
pa:;ta
33
Dan
of
10
side
thrifty
25 Oh io col"Ghost21 Antique
38
Buck's
lege
busters"
auto
name
mate
Fir:;t
26
Brussels14
22 Quite
39
Greedy
civil
in
based
23 Phony
rights
one
org.
persona
26 Handed
THOMAS CROSSWORD B OOKS 1-8! Send $4.75 (check/
over
m.o.) for each book to 628 Virgin ia Dr., Orlando, FL 32803
27 Research
10
9
7
8
6
5
4
3
1
2
settings
12
11
28 Junior, to
senior
14
13
29 Second
person
17
M.18
15
30 Stove
20
Trim
18
parts
34 Polite
22
1
address
I
35 Flamenco
25
23
24
I26
cheer
27
36 Bigwig,
117-430T3
briefly
3:3
37 Not give in
36
35
to despair 34
Brothers

0
0

A

Call
Murray
Ledger &
Times!

A

A

A

a-9600.

G&C
tAGE and
OPANE-

A

A

A

eabies

suitable
6 "Se —
espaliol"
11 Ring combatant
12 Music's —

A

A

Weddings

&10x15's
)293-6907

REMIER
STORAGE
;Iimate control
;forage
nty alarmed
re & clean
sell boxes!
)tit U-Hauls.

0

X

A

S. 4TH ST.

HOURS:
40N-FRI
:00-400
ATUR DAY
00-12:00

ACROSS
1 Make

.corn

CHIC
—ACMES
"RUMP
RADAR
OHARA
"UL SA
ST
REO
HOP
:H I CKENSOUP
CASE
OLE
•

40"Cats"
41

poet
Game
piece

42 Has a
banquet

'

,

39

37
40

41

42

4.3
_

_
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[MINI Back
buc k he took in western Tennessee
Ten years ago
Charles Vinson, director of stu- on iept. 29.
drty years ago
dent financial aid at Murray State
Th e Murray Ledger & Times is
University, as pictured getting a free
blood sugar test from one of the heir ring kick off the United Way
many volunteer nurses during Mur- cam paign for Murray and Calloway
ia), State University's annual Health Coo my with a corporate donation.
ibv areness and Screening Fair at
Bob Cornelison is shown accepting
Oarr Health Building.
the newspaper's contribution from
40 Burkeen was recognized by the Day e Reeves, advertising manager
$11urray Lions Club for her long time oft! le newspaper.
sUpport Burkeen,community editor
Lo retta Jobs, president of the Mur4, the Murray Ledger & Times, is ray- Calloway County Chamber of
ctured with Rowina Wilburn, club Con imerce, is shown presenting the
tresident.
Bus. iness of the Month plaque to
•Sharon Siebold. Ginny Harper. Woc idcrafter's Waterbed manager
cloia Campbell, Nettie Bennett and Tim Wilson.
Peggy Myers are pictured making
Mi. may High's Rodney Skinner
alloween decorations at a recent
rush
ed for 182 yards on 18 carries
meeting of the Theta Department of
in a ie Tigers win over Ballard MeMurray Woman's Club.
mon al 34-0.
Pictured is Samantha Thurman, a
'
Cal .loway County Laker quartersenior at Murray High School, who
the
,as been a steady and solid perform- back . Carey Alexander scored
run
5-yard
a
on
winr
touchdown
ring
volthe
on
years
live
last
the
er for
in ar i overtime period to beat Hop(eyball team.
kins, ville 14-8.
• Twenty years ago
Fot;ty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Warren of the
Kei ineth Paschall, son of Mr. and
Browns Grove community. celeMrs. Carves Paschall and Jo Beth
litrated their 60th wedding anniverNorv wood, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
sary on Oct. 5.
Two months after receiving a Jim Ed Norwood. were crowed as
$569,000 grant to improve the exte- king and queen of the Calloway
nor of many buildings. the Murray Cour ity Farm Bureau.
Housing Authority will now tackle
Bin .. hs reported include a boy to
interior problems with the help of 2nd I
and Mrs. Allen Cunningham
the Housing and Urban Develop- on 0 ct. 7.
ment agency.
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Swann will be
Pictured are Bennye Phillips and
marr ied 65 years on Oct. 14.
Thelma Miller as they take time out
Fifl y years ago
at the Hazel Day Celebration to enThe budget committee of the Murjoy a hot dog.
ray-C :alloway County United Way
Murray High coach Rick Fisher set a goal of $30510 for the 1966with
is shown discussing strategy
67 fi ind drive, according to Keith
quarterback Allan Thompson in the Hill, campaign fund chairman.
fourth quarter of a 14-8 district loss
Sixt ty years ago
to Fulton City.
The budget committee for the
Calloway County's Justin Morton
1956 57 United Way Fund was
is shown beating a Fulton County
set c .n Oct. 9, according to Maudefender on a 51-yard scoring pass.
'Crass Jr., vice president of the
The Lakers beat Fulton County 40- rice I
boar I. Requests of $20200 to var6
Led by Adam Haley and Buzz ious -agencies for the coming year
Paul. Calloway County finished in a have been approved.
Rec ent births reported at the Murthree-way tie for eighth place at the
1 iospital include a boy to Mr.
ray
TournaGolf
State
KHSAA Boys'
and I qrs. Malcolm Terry Jetton and
ment at Lincoln Trail.
Jim Erwin of Murray is shown a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Vaswith the seven-point. 120-pound seur.

e

O
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Friend in long relationship
signals she may want out
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 25-year- ter off if you focused on finding
old lesbian from a suburban area someone who is available and
outside the Twin Cities. It's not clear about her orientation. And if
easy finding other gay women in it means forcing yourself to go to
this area, unless I visit Minneapo- Minneapolis, then that's what you
lis, which I don't enjoy I always should do.
00000
seem to fall
DEAR ABBY: I have always
for straight
girls or girls made it a habit to keep my home
have neat and tidy. I'm not obsessive;
who
always been we just make it a point to pick up
straight but after ourselves daily, instead of
are bi-curi- leaving everything a mess and then
ous, which trying to tackle it all once every
never ends week or two. I suppose it also helps
that 1 am child-free.
well for me.
On more than one occasion,
My current
situation has friends who visit my home have
Dear Abby
me stumped. commented on how neat and clean
by
The girl I'm I keep it. Some of them have asked
Abigail
interested in if they could pay me to come and
is in a rela- clean their homes. I guess a small
Van Buren
tionship with part of me should be flattered, but
a man. They have been together I'm also offended. I feel it's the
for a long time and have kids to- equivalent of inviting me to a pargether. I have kept my distance ty just to serve the drinks. I have
for the most part because I don't no desire to become an indentured
want to be pushy or seem like a servant to my friends. Am I being
too sensitive? -- NOT OBSEShome-wrecker.
As we have grown closer over SIVE IN NEW YORK
DEAR NOT OBSESSIVE: If
the past couple of months, she has
told me she doesn't want to be with you are not obsessive,then why are
him anymore. She said she isn't in you obsessing over a compliment
love with him and she's tired of these friends were trying to pay
pretending. Recently, she confid- you? I sincerely doubt they were
ed that she can't reach sexual sat- serious, unless they began negotiisfaction unless she thinks about ating your weekly rate.
NN.411
women and she isn't sure what that
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I
means. She made a move on me
once. A few weeks ago she kissed are in good health and have been
married for more than 50 years. I
me, but nothing has happened
since. I'm not sure what to say or would like to take our three childo -- if anything at all. Help? -- NO dren and their spouses on a Caribbean cruise. We all get along well,
HOME-WRECKER
DEAR NO HOME-WRECK- but my wife refuses to go and the
ER: What you should say to this kids won't go without their mom.
woman is that she's sending you Any suggestions? -- BEWILsignals that she's interested in DERED HUSBAND IN BILLstarting a romantic relationship, INGS, MONT.
DEAR HUSBAND: I wish you
and ask her if it's true. If she says
that it is, ask what she plans to do had shared more information about
why your wife is reluctant to take
about her boyfriend. If she's unsure, you will then have to decide the cruise and your children are
how you feel about becoming part backing her up on this. However.
of a triangle, because it could get since they are acting in lockstep. I
suggest you come up with an altermessy. Very messy.
Between us, you would be bet- native idea for a family outing.

Treatment improves symptoms
caused by vaginal bulge
DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm a
woman in my 60s. I saw my doctor
because of rectal pain and constipation. She told me I have a "rectocele." What does this mean?
DEAR READER: The vagina
is separated
from the rectum by a wall
of tough, fibrous tissue
called fascia.
Sometimes,
an area of
wall
this
weak,
gets
and part of
rectum
the
Dr. Komaroff
bulges into
by
vagina.
the
This bulge is
Dr. Anthony
called a rocKomaroff
tocele.
rectoA
cele usually develops after the vaginal wall is damaged when a baby
is born in the normal way, without
a cesarean section. But symptoms
may not develop until later in life.
That's because the damaged vaginal wall weakens slowly. Rectoceles are often not seen until a woman enters menopause.
Any condition that frequently
puts more pressure in the lower
pelvis increases the chance that a
rectocele will develop. Frequent
straining to have a bowel movement because of chronic constipation can do it. So can repetitive
heavy lifting. So can a chronic
cough,such as from asthma,chronic lung disease or gastroesophageal
reflux disease(GERD). Each surge
of pressure in the lower pelvis
weakens the vaginal wall slightly
more.
A small rectocele may not cause
any symptoms. Larger rectoceles. however, can trigger a variety
of rectal and vaginal complaints.
These include:
-- A bulge of tissue protruding
through the vaginal opening
-- Constipation
-- Difficulty having a bowel

movement
-- Pam or discomfort during sex
-- A feeling that the rectum has
not emptied completely after a
bowel movement
-- A sensation of rectal pressure
-- Rectal pain
-- Difficulty controlling the passage of stool or gas from the rectum
-- Low back pain that is relieved
by lying down.
A rectocele will not heal on its
own. It may remain a minor problem, or may become larger and
more problematic with time.
If your symptoms are bothersome, your doctor can prescribe
a pessary, a device shaped like a
nng, block or plug. It is placed into
the vagina to support the bulging
tissues. It works to fix the problem
in many women.
Sometimes, however, surgery is
required to repair the weakness in
the fascia between your rectum and
vagina. This repair may be done by
reinforcing the area with stitches.
Or it may involve more complex
techniques, such as placing a mesh
patch to strengthen and support
the wall between the rectum and
vagina. Surgery usually leads to
improvement or complete relief of
symptoms.
Many women with a rectocele
also have related conditions, including bulging of the bladder into
the vagina, or sagging of the uterus into the vagina. This condition
is called pelvic organ prolapse.
Surgery to repair pelvic organ prolapse can usually be done at the
same time as a rectocele repair.
Most of the time, the symptoms
caused by a rectocele can be improved by treatments. I'll bet that's
the case with you.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.com,or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St., Second
Floor, Boston,MA 02115.)

Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Oct. II, the
285th day of 2016. There are 81
days left in the year. The Jewish
Day of Atonement. Yom Kippur,
begins at sunset.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. II. 1986, President
Ronald Reagan and Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev opened two
days of talks.
On this date:
In 1890, the Daughters of the
American Revolution was founded
in Washington. D.C.

In 1905, the Juilliard School was
foun ded as the Institute of Musical
Art i n New York.
In 1910, Theodore Roosevelt becam the first former U.S. president
to fl: y in an airplane during a visit to
St. I .ouis.
In 1958, the lunar probe Pioneer
1 wi is launched; it failed to go as far
out as planned, fell back to Earth,
and burned up in the atmosphere.
Ir 1968,Apollo 7,the first manned
Apt illo mission, was launched with
astr onauts Wally Schirra, Donn Fulton Eisele and R. Walter Cunning.

ham aboard.
In 1975, Bill Clinton and Hillary
Diane Rodharn were married in
Fayetteville, Arkansas.
In 1984, Challenger astronaut
Kathryn D. Sullivan became the
first American woman to walk in
space as she and fellow Mission
Specialist David C. Leestma spent 3
1/2 hours outside the shuttle.
In 1991,testifying before the Senate Judiciary Committee, Anita Hill
accused Supreme Court nominee
Clarence Thomas of sexually harassing her.

BABY BLUES R
IF'0/ BOY 1111S
IV,Vs,ELL CLEAN
Ch.112. POOAAS,
0012 1-10MEWORK
AO" aAP1‘I
)54-1UJASIAEFEVE-121

BLONDIE"
LOOK, MR. I3.9 MV DA0 TAUGHT
,ME HOW TO 'SPIT-SHINE MY
SHOES, MARINE CORPS-STYLE!

DIDN'T REALIZE YOU
WERE INTO
SHINING SHOES!

PROTECT YOUR GLASSES
Dear Readers: PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES
can be expensive, so how do you care for them and
protect your investment? Here are some hints:
* Store glasses in a hard-shell case.
* Make sure glasses are placed in a case with
lenses facing up, arms down
and crossed.
* Don't throw glasses in a
bag or purse without the protection ofa case.
* Don't leave glasses in a
hot car.
* Always wipe lenses with
eyeglass cleaner and cloth
madefor eyewear cleaning.
* Never wipe lenses that are
dry,and don't use paper towels
or tissues, because these can
by
contain wood fibers that will
Heloise
scratch the lenses.
Heloise
RUSTY OPENER
Dear Heloise: I love my manual can opener and
just cannot part with it. My issue is the rust that
forms on it after I wash it. Do you have a hint for
how to get rid of the rust? -- Jenny W. in Nevada
Well, Jenny, rust is common,and itforms because
it is so hard to get those nooks and crannies dr-v.
Soak the can opener in either white or apple-cider
vinegar for a few hours. Then scrub with a toothbrush to remove the rust. Rinse thoroughly and use
a hair dryer so you can dry all the crevices. Vinegar
is useful all over the house! For many more hints,
order my Heloise 's Fantabulous Vinegar Hints and
More pamphlet by going online to www.Heloise.
corn, or by sending $5 and a long, self-addressed,

stamped (68 cents) envelope to: Heloise!Vinegar,
P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio, 7X 78279-5001.
Rusty screws and bolts in the garage? Soak them in
vinegar overnight, and in the morning they will be
like new again! -- Heloise
PERSONALIZED SANDWICHES
Dear Heloise: I thought I would share this hint
we arrived at while vacationing in Colorado. We
rented a house, and while preparing for a picnic, we
wanted to label each sandwich bag'With the names
of individuals, to prevent confusion regarding
whose sandwich was whose. Unfortunately, there
were no markers to be found. I took a white paper
napkin and an ink pen and wrote the name of each
person on it. I then slipped it into the bag with the
sandwich. This worked great for a dual purpose: We
were able to identify the correct sandwiches without a second thought, and each person had a napkin
handy. -- Teena S., Hickory, N.C.
PUMPKIN PATCH
Dear Heloise: When using pumpkins in your fall
decorations (not ones that have been carved), spray
them with clear acrylic, which can be purchased
at any paint department. This will keep bugs from
ruining your pumpkins, and they will have a really
great shine. Mine always last through the ThanksRilea C., via
giving holidays! Happy fall, y'all!
email
REPURPOSED RACK
Dear Heloise: I use a man's tie rack to hang my
long necklaces so they won't get tangled. -- Betsy
G., via email
(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,Oct. 12,2016:
This year you will want to explore some unusual
ideas. Some of these concepts could affect your
lifestyle, whereas others are likely to open you up
to a new level of creativity. Be careful when making
any extreme lifestyle decisions. If you are single,
the person whom you choose to date this month
might not even be of interest in several months.
Don't burn any bridges. If you are attached, you will
want to check in with your significant other more
often. With conversation, caring and creativity, a
happy arrangement can be worked out. PISCES
understands you more than you realize.

DUSTIN®
...AT THE AIRPORT ON THE WAY
HOME, I PUT SOME MONEY
IN A SODA MACHINE AND HIT
THE SUTTON...

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

NOPE.
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Murray

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Listen to your instincts and follow through
on what is applicable at the moment. Schedule
some downtime for later in the day to handle some
personal matters. Keep your own counsel, and
wait to share controversial news until you feel more
confident.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Friendship plays an unusual role in your
day. You could find yourself bombarded by others'
requests. Know that you might be able to network
and make new connections. A meeting will prove to
be more beneficial than you originally had thought.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might be in a situation where you
must accept others' mistakes and pitch in. You will
anticipate being acknowledged for your efforts.
Your expectations could be a source of trouble or
confusion at a future date. Just do what you must.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Reach out to a loved one who means a
lot to you. This person often sets your imagination
on fire and inspires you to make a difference. Your
creativity could reach new heights. Test out some
of your ideas on others.
LEO (July 23-Aug. n)
**** Greet someone's offer, idea or efforts
positively. You know that this person often has
holes in his or her thinking, arid tends to focus on
his or her desires more than realistic results Use

diplomacy to clarify facts without making others
uncomfortable.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A close friend or associate could be
demanding a lot from you. Ask yourself whether
this person's requests are reasonable. If you think
they are, figure out what is holding you back. You
might sense a mixed message or that he or she
isn't being authentic.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You could go beyond your usual level of
understanding because someone says something
that sparks your imagination. Once this part of you
is released, you'll see situations in a new light.
You'll understand motives more clearly and be able
to build on them.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your creativity emerges and charms
a loved one. If you are single, you could meet
someone who makes you daydream. Use caution,
as this person might not be as authentic as he or
she seems. Your intense ideas will get through, no
matter what.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Be more forthhght. Listen to what is being
shared by a roommate or family member. Though
you might not agree, don't discard this person's
feelings. There is an element of validity in what he
or she is saying.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might not have planned to have
your intuition dominate the day. You will want to
buckle down and clear out some paperwork. A
conversation could have an otherworldly quality to
it. Know what is happening behind the scenes.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Curb a need to do something your way
Be as logical as possible when dealing with your
funds. Someone might present an offer or a deal
that seems too good to be true. Evaluate what
needs to happen in order to make this deal sound
more realistic.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your mind goes in many directions, and
it seems as if you are moving from one unusually
creative idea to the next. Try to stay grounded, and
be especiaily aware when driving and carrying out
errands or deeds that require your focus.
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SPORTS
DISTRICT 2 GIRLS PLAYOFFS: CALLOWAY

COUNTY 10, MAYFIELD 0

Lady Lakers tackle Mayfield
as_Pittenger makes history

Dy BRYCE RUOD
brudd@murrayledger.com

Reagan Pittenger, as she often has been all season long, was
the saving grace for a Calloway
County Lady Laker soccer team
that continues to exceed expectations.
Her crowning achievement
this time around, may be hard
to top. With her 43rd goal of
the season sailing through in
the first half of their District 2
Girls Soccer Tournament opener against the Mayfield Lady
Cardinals, Pittenger broke the

program's all-time single-season record on her way to a sixgoal afternoon to secure one last
Crosstown Classic date with the
defending District 2 and Region
1 champion Murray High Lady
Tigers(16-2-3).
Along with Pittenger's sixgoal explosion, the Lady Lakers (11-8-1) also received two
goals and two assists from Zoe
Stom and a four assist evening
from Kirsten Houston, but more
important to second-year head
coach Jeremy Stom than the
individual accolades, were the
team accolades; achievements

see CALLOWAY, Page 10

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Reagan Pittenger scored a team high six goals in a 10-0 win over
Mayfield In round 1 of the District 2 Girls Soccer Tournament on Monday afternoon.

DISTRICT 2 BOYS PLAYOFFS: MURRAY HIGH 10, MAYFIELD 0

COLLEGE GOLF

hen the Tigers broke free
Tigers secure District 2 matchup with Graves County
By BRYCE RUDD
bruddgmurrayledgencom
The Murray High Tigers (137-0) have played 60 solid minutes against the top team in Region 1, the 13-5 Graves County
Eagles.
If head coach Martin Son and
the Tigers have aspirations of
advancing to their first District
2 Region championship game
since 2009, they'll have to play
the full 80. For now, Monday
night's 10-0 mercy rule over the
Mayfield Cardinals (5-12-2) to
open up the District 2 Boys Soccer Tournament at the Jim Nix
Soccer Complex was enough
convincing that they belong.
After their controversial 4-2
loss to Grave County on September 27, the rematch comes
tonight.
Danny Chavarria, Nick Bokeno and Zach Mathis scored
two goals apiece, punctuated
by Abongo Adongo's hat trick
in a 10-0 victory that seemed
secured from the first whistle,
thanks in large part to an evenly distributed scoring match in
dominant fashion; more dominant than even Son expected.
"Our finishing was really
good tonight. We're a very high
scoring team. We score from
multiple people and they share
the ball well. I think we have a
chip on our shoulder from the
Apollo game. We did not play at
all and so that was very good for
us to come out here and play like
this," Son said.
"Just based on the way we're
played them this year, we've
been dominant, but they haven't been beaten 10-0 like that
except for Calloway County. I
just expected more resistance
on that end and i'm pleased with
the way we came out. We get to
rest and get ready for tomorrow
night."
In fact, the first five goals
came via five different Tigers in
the first 26 minutes.
Mathis punched in the ice
breaker in the 5th before Adongo's cross off a Zach Flener miss
put Murray High up 2-0 in the
8th.
Chavarria's 30-yard blast
illustrated all the talk of the

Racers
searching
fora
Hattiesburg
comeback
Murray State Athletics
The Murray State women's
golf team will have to come
from behind in the final round to
win their third-straight championship in the Golden Eagle Jam
at Hattiesburg Country Club in
Hattiesburg, Mississippi.
The Racers carded scores of
296-291=587, but trailed leader
Central Arkansas 292-293=585
by two shots. Host Southern
Mississippi (591) was in third
place, while West Florida (601)
and Louisiana-Monroe (604)
was in fourth and fifth place.
MSU has been the last team
standing in the last two weeks as
they won at Jacksonville State's
event(Sept. 27)and last week in
Missouri (Oct. 4).
Already with an individual
title won this fall, Racers junior
Moa Folke was in third place
in the field of 54 players after
scores of 75-69=144 and was
six shots behind UCA's Emma
Svensson who had scores of 6771=138.
MSU's Linette Holmslykke
was in ninth place with rounds
of 76-72=148, while Lucila Puente Rodriguez de Austria was
in 11th place after scores of
72-77=149. Sydney Kelley had
scores of 73-79=152 and had a
spot in 17th place, while Anna
Moore was in 26th place with
scores of 83-73=156.
Raeysha Surendran is playing the event for Murray State
as an individual and was tied
for the top spot in the field of 10
solo players.•

DON NIE PASCHALU Ledger & Times
Mayfield
in round 1 of the District 2 Boys
Murray High's Danny Chavarria controls posession during a 10-0 win over
County in the semifinals.
Graves
date
with
set
up
a
Tigers
as
the
two
goals
netted
Chavarria
Soccer Tournament.
first half, sending in one of the the Tigers up 8-0 into the half- toughest in our region, but this miliar with them. It should be a
is the matchup we want," Son good match."
hardest hit balls of the season time break.
Adongo and Mathis made
Even then, the mindset was added.
before Bokeno and Caleb Rogthe Tiger faithful didn't
sure
chip
on
got
a
big
"We've
showdown
night's
Tuesday
er's combined for the next three on
our shoulder after that match have to wait much longer to sepoints and a 6-0 command. with Graves County.
"We're really excited about and we're excited about the cure their first District 2 semiAdongo polished off a flurry of
passes to put Murray High on the task at hand. With no dis- opportunity. We're really ex- final berth since falling 4-1 to
pace for the mercy rule before respect to Graves County and, cited about the matchup. We're
Chavarria's juke in the box sent Graves County is probably the familiar with us and we're faSee TIGERS, Page 10

MLB PLAYOFFS

5

Indians top Ortiz, Red Sox to reach ALCS
of "We're not leaving!" and
"Thank you,Papi!" finally drew
the beloved slugger back onto
BOSTON — The ball settled the field.
Wearing a red warmup and
into the right fielder's glove,the
Cleveland Indians poured onto a scowl on his face, Ortiz lumthe diamond and the fans fell bered out to the mound and
tipped his cap in all directions,
silent.
Then, slowly from the Fen- tapping his heart.
Only when the camera
way Park crowd rose a chant of
zoomed in on him did it become
"Pa-pi!"
While the Indians celebrat- apparent that the frown was not
ed a 4-3 victory over the Red regret over an early postseason
Sox for a three-game sweep exit: Big Papi was crying.
After two minutes, Ortiz reand a berth in the AL Championship Series, the Boston fans tired to the dugout and retired
demanded to see David Ortiz for good,ending to a career that
one more time Monday night. brought three World Series tiTen minutes after the final out, tles to Boston and transformed
when most of Cleveland's play- the once-futile franchise into
ers had moved the party into winners.
"I'm glad he didn't get a hit
the visitors' clubhouse, chants
By JIMMY GOLDI
AP Sports Writer
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that have piled up just as much
over the last three months. Calloway County secured 11 wins
for the first time since 2001 and
currently display their best overall record since the 2003 season
(10-5-2).
Even still, it isn't hard to factor in Pittenger's importance to
this budding program.
"I'm not a big individual
stat person. Team wins are what
we want. That's what i'm more
proud of, but i'm glad she got it.
She's our only captain. She's

AP Photo
the
field at
from
waves
Ortiz
Boston Red Sox's David
Fenway Park after Game 3of the ALDS. Cleveland swept
Boston 3-0. Ortiz will retire at the end of the season.

')

to beat us," said Indians manager Terry Francona, who was Ortiz's manager in Boston when
they won the 2004 and '07
World Series.
"I thought it was an honor
to be on the field, competing
against him in his last game,because he's truly one of the best.
You could tell the way people
were hanging around yelling
his name and everything. He
deserves every bit of that."
Indians closer Cody Allen
got four outs to complete only
the second postseason sweep in
franchise history. Rookie Tyler Naquin delivered a two-run
single and Josh Tomlin pitched
See PLAYOFFS, Page 10

PREP VOLLEYBALL

Lady Tigers
fall to
Carlisle Co.
By DAVID SNOW
editor@murrayledger.com
The Murray Lady Tigers won
the first two sets of their home
volleyball match against Carlisle County Monday night, but
the Lady Comets made a stunning comeback, winning the
match three sets to two.
Carlisle County (21-13)
scored the first nine points of the
third set to mount the comeback,
winning the match 22-25,16-25,
25-17,25-21,15-8.
Murray (6-18) was led by junior outside hitter Sydney Tucker's 13 kills, while eighth-grader
Sophie Galloway added 11 kills.
Junior setter Kaylee Fang handed out a team-high 20 assists,
while junior Jordan Rickman
and eighth-grader McKenzie
Mason had six aces apiece.
"We come in (to practice) every day and we work hard," said
MIAS coach Clare Boggess."We
need to find a way to win." Murray closes out its regular-season
schedule at 7 p.m. Thursday
against Fulton City.
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AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Games
WOMBI'S GOLF
130 am
Murray State at Southern Mississippi Lady
Eagle Invitational, Hattiesburg Country Club, Hattiesburg, Miss
BOYS SOCCER
7:30 p.m.
IOISAA Oestnct 2 Tournament semifinal, Murray High vs. Graves County, at Calloway County
GIRLS SOCCER
530 p.m.
KHSAA District 2 Tournament semifinal Calloway County vs Murray High, at Calloway County
PREP VOLLEYBALL
7 p.m.
Chnstan Fellowship at Calloway County

New England 33, Cleveland 13
Atlanta 23, Denver 16
Dallas 28, Cincinnati 14
Buffalo 30, Los Angeles 19
Oakland 34, San Diego 31
Green Bay 23, N.Y. Giants 16
Bra Jacksomille, Seattle, Kansas City, New Orleans
Monday's Game
Tampa Bay at Carolina, late

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

STANDINGS
AT1JJITIC COAST
Atlantic
Conference
W L PP PAW L PP PA
Clemson
3 0 124 53 6 0 232 90
NC State
1 0 33 16 4 1 170 88
Wake Forest 2 1 68 56 5 1 146 108
Louisville
2 1 161 90 4 1 290 132
Bondi St
1 2 75 119 4 2 227 196
Today's Games
Syracuse
0 2 37 90 2 4 154 216
Tuesday's Gaines
Boston Coll 0 3 24 122 3 3 127 142
MU
Coastal
1 or 2 p.m.
Conference
Overall
TBS - NL Division Series, Game 4, Cleveland
W I Pt: PAW L Pt' PA
at Boston
Virginia Tech 2 0 83
3 4 1 197 78
4 or 7 p.m.
Virginia
1 0 34 20 2 3 139 149
MLB - NL DIvlS10(1 Senes, Game 4, WashingN. C,arolina
2 1 77 105 4 2 205 189
ton at L.A. Dodgers
Miami
1 1 54 41 4 1 207 64
7,30 p.m.
Pittsburgh
1 1 73 71 4 2 224 189
FS1 - NL Division Senes, Game 4, Chicago
Georgia Tech 1 3 79 112 3 3 152 129
Cubs at San Francisco
Duke
0 2 34 58 3 3 147 129
NBA
Friday's Result
7:30 p.m.
Clemson 56, Boston College 10
NBA - Preseason, Oklahoma City at Dallas
Saturday's Results
10 p.m.
NC State 10, Notre Darns 3
NBA- Preseason, Portland at L.A. fakers
Pittsburgh 37, Georgia Tech 34
SOCCER
Duke 13, Army 6
10:45 a.m.
Virginia Tech 34, North Carolina 3
FS2- FIFA World Cup 2018 qualifying, RomaWake Forest 28, Syracuse 9
nia at Kazakhstan
Florida St. 20, Miami 19
1:30 p.m.
SOUTHEASTERN
ESPN2- FIFA World Cup 2018 qualifying, EnEast Division
gland at Slovenia
Conference
Overall
FS2- FIFA World Cup 2018 qualifying, ArmeW I PP PAW L PP PA
nia at Poland
Tennessee
2 1 110 104 5 1 203 160
7 p.m.
Florida
2 1 86 51 4 1 142 58
ESPN2 - Men. International friendly, United
Georgia
2 2 101 120 4 2 160 168
Stales vs. New Zealand, at Washington
Kentucky
2 2 50 102 3 3 147 188
%NBA
S. Garonne
1 4 64 106 2 4 84 121
7 p.m.
Missoun
0 2 34 70 2 3 175 117
ESPN2 - WNBA Finals (best-of-5 senes),
Vanderbilt
0 3 29 46 2 4 114 138
Game 2, Los Angeles at Minnesota
West Division
Conference
Overall
W I PP PAW L PP PA
Texas
4
0
A&M
143
91
6
0
241 115
MIS PLAYOFFS
Alabama
3 0 131 79 6 0 269 95
WILD CARD
Auburn
2 1 72 564 2 194 96
American League
LS1.1
2 1 78 45 3 2 126 74
Oct. 4: Toronto 5, Baltimore 2 (11 innings)
Mississippi 1 1 88 62 3 2 208 148
National League
Miss State
1 2 61 75 2 3 128 131
Oct 5 San Francisco 3, New Your 0
Arkansas
0 2 54 44 4 2 210 165
DIVISION SERIES
Saturday's Results
(Best-of-5; x-if necessary)
LSU at Florida. postponed, Hurncane Matthew
American League
Mississippi
Auburn
38,
St 14
Toronto 3, Texas 0
Texas A&M 45, Tennessee 38, 20T
Oct 6: Toronto 10. Texas 1
Kentucky
20,
Vanderbilt
13
Oct. 7: Toronto 5. Texas 3
Alabama 49, Arkansas 30
Oct. 9: Toronto 7. Texas 6 1,10 innings'
Sunday's Result
Cleveland 3, Boston 0
Georgia 28, South Carolina 14
Cleveland wins series 3-0
CONFERENCE USA
Oct. 6: Cleveland 5. Boston 4
East Division
Oct. 7: Cleveland 6. Boston 0
Conference
Overail
Oct. 9: Cleveland at Boston, ppd., rain
W
I Pt: PAW
PP PA
Monday's Result Cleveland 4, Boston 3
Middle Tenn. 2 0 68 47 4 1 188 115
National League
Old
Dominion
2
0
85 36 3 2 150 132
Chicago 2, San Frani:taco 0
FIU
2 0 68 52 2 4 122 201
Oct 7: Chicago 1, San Francisco 0
W. Kentucky 1 1 98 69 3 3 219 165
Oct 8: Chicago 5, San Francisco 2
Charlotte
1 1 45 75 2 4 145 244
Monday's result: Chicago (Arrieta 18-8) at San
Marshall
0 1 21 38 1 4 176 205
Francisco„ LATE
FAU
0 2 54 61 1 5 136 223
x- Tuesday: Chicago (Lackey 11-8) at San FranWest Division
cisco, 740 p.m.(FS11
C.orrfersnce
Overall
x-Thursday: San Francisco at Chicago. 7.08 or
W I PP PAW L PP PA
7:40 pm.(FS1)
S.
Mississippi
110
2
90
1
4
2 241 162
Washington 2, Los Angeles 1
La Tech
2 1 117 97 3 3 235 201
Oct 7: Las Angeles 4, Washington 3
North Texas 2 1 93 96 3 3 155 172
Oct 8: Los Angeles at Washington. ppd., rain
UTSA
1 1 74 65 2 3 142 133
Oct. 9: Washington 5, Los Angeles 2
UTEP
0 3 35 97 1 5 94 226
Modnay's Result Washington 8, Los Angeles 3
Rice
0 3 77 132 0 5 101 201
Today Washington at Los Angeles. 4:05 or 7:08
Thursday's Result
p.m. (FS1(
Louisiana
Tech
55, W. Kentucky 52
a-Thursday, Los Angeles at Washington, 4:05
Saturday's Results
or 7.08 ern.(FS1)
UTSA 55, Southern films. 32
North Texas 38, Marshall 21
FIU 35, UTEP 21
Sunday's Result
Charlotte 28, FAU 23
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
OHIO VALLEY
East
Conference
Overag
W L T
Pct Pt: PA
WI PP PAW L PP PA
New England
4 1 0 800 114 74
Jax Stare
1 0 40 21 4 1 159 112
Buffalo
3 2 0
E. Hlinois
2 1 105 90 4 2 171 166
600 117 87
N.Y Jets
1 4 0 200 92 136
UT Martin
2 1 119 88 3 3 246 163
Miami
1 4 0 200 88 119
SE Missouri 2 1 54 61 2 4 117 153
North
Tenn. Tech
2 2 118 121 2 4 152 176
WIT
Pct PP PA
Tenn. State 1 1 68 65 4 1 183 115
FIttsburgh
4 1 0 800 139 93
E. Kentucky 1 1 61 492 3 148 149
Baltimore
3 2 0 600 94 se
Murray State 1 1 61 34 1 4 103 164
Cinannat
2 3 0 400 92 110
Austin Peay 0 4 90 187 0 5 107 244
Cleveland
0 5 0 000 87 148
Sunday's results
South
Jacksonville St 40, Tennessee Tech 21
W L T
Pct Pt: PA
UT Martin 45, Austin Peay 31
Houston
3 2 0 600 82 104
E. Kentucky 31, SE Missoun 16
Tennessee
2 3 0 400 92 101
E. Illinois 35. Tennessee St 34
Indianapolis
2 3 0 400 137 148
Jacksonville
1 3 0
250 84 111
West
PRESEASON
WIT
Pct Pf PA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Oakland
4 1 0 800 142 137
Atlantic Division
Denver
4 1 0 800 127 87
W
I
Pct
GB
Kansas City
2 2 0 50) 83 92
Boston
1
2
667
San Diego
1 4 0
152
200
142
Brooklyn
1
1
.503
/
1
2
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
New York
1
1
.500
/
1
2
East
Philadelphia
1
2 .333
WIT
Pct PF PA
Toronto
1
2 .333
Dallas
4 1 0 800 129 91
Southeast Division
Philadelphia
3 1 0 750 115 51
W
L
Pct
Washington
GB
3 2 0 600 115 122
Atlanta
1
1
N Y Giants
500
2 3 0 400 89 108
Miami
1
1
.500 North
Washington
1
1
500 W I T
Pct PF PA
Orlando
0
Minnesota
2 .000
1
5 0 0 1.000 119 63
Charlotte
0
Green Bay
3
000 2t4
3 1 0 .750 es 93
Central Division
Detroit
2 3 0
400 119 125
Chicago
W
L
1 4 0
Pct
G8
200 as 126
Cleveland
2
0 1.000
South
Milwaukee
2
WIT
0 1.000 Pct PF PA
Indiana
Atlanta
2
4 1 0 .800 175 140
1
.667
/
1
2
Chicago
Tampa Bay
1
1 3 0 .250 Ti 128
2 .333 11
/
2
Detroit
Carolina
0
1 3 0 .250 109 118
1
/
2
000 11
WESTERN CONFERENCE
New Orleans
1 3 0
250 114 130
Southwest Division
West
W
W L T
Pct PF PA
L
Pct
Gs
Houston
Seattle
3
3 1 0
0 1 000
750 79 54
San Antonio
Los Angeles
3 2 0 .600 az 106
1
1
500 114
Memphis
Arizona
1
1
2 3 0 .400 125 101
500 11
/
2
San Franciscr
Dallas
1 4 0
2
1
200 111 140
333
2
New Orleans
IVE3t 5
2
1
2
333
Thursday's Result
Northwest Dlybion
Arizona 33, San Francisco 21
W
Pct Gs
L
Portland
Sunday's Results
2
0 1.000
Minnesota
Tennessee 30, Miami 17
0 1.000
1
/
1
2
Pittsburgh 31, N.Y. Jets 13
Denver
2
1
/
1
2
.667
Oklahoma City
Minnesota 31, Houston 13
1
1
.500
Detroit 24, Philadelphia 23
Utah
1
1
500
Indianapolis 29. Chicago 73
Padhc Division
Washington 16, Baltimore 10
W
L
Pct
GB

SPORTS ON TV

PRO BASEBALL

PRO FOOTBALL

PRO BASKETBALL

Golden Sista
LA. Laken
LA. Clippers
Phoenix
Sacramento

2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
0
2
Saturday% Resells
Boston 104, Charlotte es
Cleveland 106, Phan:160Na 105
km York 116, Brooklyn 918
Chicago 121, Indiana 105
lalwaukee 88, Dallas 71
Minnesota 109, Neat 100
San Antonio 102, Atlanta 91
Sunday's Results
Houston 123, New Orleans 117
LA. Liners 124, Denver 115
Idonday's Results
Marione 96, almnesota 85
Atlanta 99, Cleveland S3
San Antonio 86, Detroit 81
New York 90, Washington 88
Marcate Nada at Sacramento, Iste
Utah at LA Clippers, late
Today's Genre
Brooklyn at Miami,6:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Memphis,7 p.m
Oklahoma Oty at Dallas, 7:30 p.m
Portland at LA Laker's, 9:30 p.m

867
.667
500
333
000
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our senior leader and we rely
on her a lot. She puts up a lot of
goals for us and she creates assists too. She's an excellent player,I wish she was a junior," Stom
said.
"I thought the first unit started
off really sluggish with passing. I
was wanting them to really caress
the ball and pass quick because
that's what we're going to have
to do tomorrow night. I thought
we were taking a little bit longer with our possession because
we could instead of playing the
way we needed to get ready for
tomorrow night."
Pittenger scored four of the

PRO HOCKEY
NHL
PRESEASON
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Mastic Olvision
W
L OT Pb
Detroit
1
6 1
1
Montreal
4 1
2 1
Boston
4 2 1
Buffalo
2 1
Ottawa
3 2 2
Tampa Bay
3 2 0
Florida
2 2 2
Toronto
2 4 2
Metropolttan Division
W I OT Pts
Washington
4 1
2 1
Philadelphia
1 2 2 1
Carolina
4 2 1
Columbus
4 4 0
N.Y. Islanders
4 4 0
Pittsburcn
3 3 0
N.Y. Rangers
2 2 2
New Jersey
3 5 0
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W I DT Pb
Colorado
6 0 0 1
St Louis
4 3 1
Winnipeg
4 3 0
Dallas
4 3 0
Minnesota
3 3 0
Nashville
2 2 2
Chicago
2 4 0
Pacific Division
W
L OT Pts
Arizona
2 1
5 1
Edmonton
5 3 0 1
Vancouver
3 2 2
Los Angeles
3 4 1
San Jose
3 2 1
Calgary
3 4 0
Anaheim
2 4 1
Saturday's Results
Columbus 5, Pittsburgh 3
Boston 1, Philadelphia 0,01
Tampa Bay 5, Nashville 3
Detroit 4, Toronto 3
Florida 4, New Jersey 2
Minnesota 5, Winnipeg 1
St Louis 2, Chicago 1
Vancouver 3, Edmonton 2
Colorado 2, Los Angeles 1, OT
Sunday's Results
Washington 4. N Y islanders 0
Anaheim 3, San Jose 2 OT
End of Preseason

GE
28
25
15
14
21
14
11
21

GA
20
18
17
17
22
11
11
25

GE
17
17
13
18
16
12
19
18

GA
14
15
14
25
22
14
19
22

GE
16
22
20
15
12
14
14

GA
5
17
17
15
13
19
12

GE
23
22
19
21
12
10
10

GA
18
21
17
23
14
16
16

AUTO RACING
NASCAR
Sprint Cup
Bank of America 500 Lineup
Thursday's qualifying, race Saturday
At Charlotte Motor Speedway
Concord, N.C.
Lap Length: 1.5 nines
(Car number In parentheses)
1.(4) Kevin Harvick, Chevrolet, 196.029 mph
2.(88) Alex Bowman, Chevrolet, 196.000
3.(24) Chase Elliott, Chevrolet, 195.759
4.(18) Kyle Busch. Toyota. 195.228
5.(14) Tony Stewart. Chevrolet, 195.228
6.(47) AJ Allmendinger, Chevrolet 195.087
7.(78) Martin Trues Jr, Toyota, 194.826
8.(19) Carl Edwards, Toyota, 194.553
9,(11) Denny Hamlin. Toyota, 194.168
10.(22)Joey Logan°. Ford, 194.049
11.(48) Jimmie Johnson, Chevrolet, 192.630
12.(5)'Casey Kenna, Chevrolet, 188.547
13.(10) Danica Patrick, Chevrolet, 194.161
14.(16) Greg Biffie, Ford, 194.007
15.(17) Ricky Stenhouse Jr, Ford, 193.966
16.(1) Jamie McMurray, Chevrolet, 193.868
17.(20) Matt Kenseth, Toyota, 193.791
18.(21) Ryan Blaney, Ford, 193.736
19.(3) Austin Dillon, Chevrolet, 193.722
20.(2) Brad Keselowski, Ford, 193.625
21.(31) Ryan Newman. Chevrolet 193.209
22.(95) Michael McDowell, Chevrolet, 193.009
23.(41) Kurt Busch, Chevrolet, 192.205
24.(83) Matt DiBenedetto, Toyota, 191.489
25.(42) Kyle Larson, Chevrolet 191.9130
26. (34) Chris Buescher, Ford, 191.929
27.(6)Trevor Bayne. Ford, 191.544
28.(27)Paul Menard, Chevrolet 191.530
29.(13) Casey Mears, Chevrolet, 191.469
30.(44) Brian Scott Ford. 191.381
31.(15) Clint Bowyer. Chevrolet, 190.954
32.(38) Landon Cassill, Ford, 190.617
33.(43)Ahc Almiroia, Ford, 190.564
34.(23) David Ragan, Toyota, 190.054
35.(7) Regan Smith, Chevrolet 18&864
36.(96)Cole Mitt Chevrolet 186.002
37.(46) Michael Annett, Chevrolet, 185.976
38.(32) Jeffrey Earnhardt, Ford, 185.039
39.(55) Reed Sorenson, Chevrolet, 183.673
40.(30) Josh Wise Chevrolet, 183.343
XFINITY
Drivel for the Cure 301) Lineup
Friday's qualifying; race Sunday
At Charlotte Motor Speedway
Concord, N.C.
Lap Length: 1.5 rubes
(Car number in parentheses)
1. (42) Kyle Larson, Chevrolet. 2016 Owner
Points - 121h.
2. (20) Erik Jones. Toyota, 2016 Owner Points
- 1181.
3. (12) Joey Logan°, Ford, 2016 Owner Winner - 42nd.
4 (19) Daniel Suarez. Toyota, 2016 Owner
Points - 1st.
5.(33) Brandon Jones, Chevrolet, 2016 Owner
Points - 13th
6. (11) Blake Koch, Chevrolet, 2016 Chimer
Points- 16111
7. (7) Justin Allgarer, Chevrolet 2016 Owner
Points - 6th.
8. (3) Ty Dillon, Chevrolet, 2016 Owner Points
-10th
9 (39) Ryan Sieg, Chevrolet, 2016 Owner
Points- 171h.
10. (2) Austin Dillon. Chevrolet, 2016 Owner
Points - 5th.
11. (62) Brendan Gaughan. Chevrolet, 2016
Owner Points - 9111
12. (16) Ryan Reed. Ford, 2016 Owner Points
- 15th.
13.(48) Brennan Poole, Chevrolet 2016 Owner
Points -9th
14. (1) Elliott Sadler, Chevrolet, 2016 Owner
Points - 3rd.
15. (6) Darrell Wallace Jr, Ford, 2016 Owner
Pointe - 14th
16.(18) Mat Tifft Toyota, 2016 Owner Points
-2nd,
17. (22) Brad Keselowski, Ford, 2016 Owner
Points -4th

•TIGERS
From Page 9
Graves County in 2015.
Adongo got his hat trick on
an arching shot past Johny Hernandez early in the second half
before Mathis put home a rightside bunt to send Murray High
into the final four of one of the
most competitive districts in the
bluegrass.
It took all of 46 minutes to
complete the game.

•PLAYOFFS
From Page 9

first five Lady Laker goals and the magic in the midnight hour
five of the first seven, combin- to shock the 1st Region and the
ing with Stom to put Calloway state in less than 24 hours.
County up 5-0 in just 20 minutes.
"We've just got to gut it out
Liz McClain upped the com- for 80 minutes and close up
mand to 6-0 in the 23rd before the space on them, not let them
Pittenger netted her fifth and have any looks. When we have
sixth goals off passes from Hous- an opportunity to create shots,
ton and Stom just before the half we've got to capitalize on them
to cement her legacy into Lady and make it. Their defense is
Laker legend.
unbelievable, so shots are going
Stom scored off Houston's to be at a premium," Stom addfourth assist in the 46th before ed." If we do get a shot, then
Houston sealed the deal with it's got to find the back of the
her first goal of the game to acti- net. We've got to keep the game
vate the mercy rule with over 30 close no matter what time frame
minutes remaining on the game we're talking about. we've got a
clock.
chance. We just can't let it get out
Now, all the focus lies un- of hand early."
doubtedly on Murray High, as
The Lady Lakers will host
the Lady Tigers try to muster Murray High at 5:30 p.m.•

As many weapons as Graves
County possesses, the Murray High Tigers have nearly as
many to combat, but Son knows
more than anything, containing
Rodrigo Garcia (40 goals in
2016) is the first issue to be addressed on the scouting report.
"We have to keep Brady
Weatherington and Roddy at
bay. They've got some other weapons in Alex Arellano
and Mann Murillo that can
score. We've done a decent job
of keeping Roddy in tact, but
then we let Brady loose. We've

played two really good halves
against them, so we're tweaked
things and it has hurt us, but
we've learned from those experiences," Son said.
"We're anticipating some of
those tweaks and we're going to
know how to adjust to those. We
feel like we've played 60 good
minutes against Graves County.
Now, we know we have to play
80 good minutes."
It's win or go home,as Murray High faces Graves County
tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Jim
Nix Soccer Complex. III

championship since 1964 there would be no blowing this
lead.

the NL Division Series on Tuesday at Dodger Stadium.
NL East champions for the
third time in five years, the Nats
were unable to advance during
their two previous trips to the
postseason.
They lost in the Division Series to St. Louis in 2012 and San
Francisco in 2014.
Now 37 and with his 2008
World Series championship in
Philadelphia long behind him,
Werth senses time encroaching
on him.
"Obviously, I can't play this
game forever," he said. "So I
feel like this is our chance and
I also feel like maybe this is my
last chance to do it."
The franchise has won one
playoff series - the Montreal
Expos beat Philadelphia following the strike-shortened
1981 season before losing to the
Dodgers in the NL Championship Series.
The team moved from Montreal to Washington just before
the 2005 season. II

NATIONAL LEAGUE
five strong innings for the IndiNationals 8, Dodgers 3
ans, who reached the ALCS for
Jayson Werth always wanted
the first time since 2007.
to hit a home run out of DodgThey open at home Friday er Stadium
when he played two
against Toronto.
seasons in the venerable ballOrtiz walked in the final plate
park.
appearance of his major league
His latest attempt came close
career but could only watch with
a 450-foot blast into the
from the dugout when Travis upper
reaches of the left-field
Shaw hit a game-ending popup
pavilion.
with a pair of runners on.
Werth's homer helped break
Cleveland went 4-3 this year open a one-run
game in the ninth
against the wild-card Blue Jays, inning,
moving the Washington
who swept AL West champion Nationals
within one victory of
Texas to reach the ALCS for the taking
a postseason series for the
second straight year.
first time with an 8-3 win over
The Indians had not won the Los
Angeles Dodgers on
a playoff series in nine years, Monday
and a 2-1 lead in their
when they beat the New York best-of-five
NL playoff.
Yankees and then wasted a 3-1
Heck,he even tied Babe Ruth
lead over the Red Sox in the with
his 15th career postseason
ALCS.
homer,good for 11th all-time.
Perhaps inspired by the
Four relievers combined for 4
Cleveland Cavaliers NBA ti- 2/3 shutout
innings, putting the
tle - the city's first pro sports Nationals
in position to wrap up
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641 Towing & Service, LLC
After serving the Murray/Calloway County area for over 50 years we are exdted to offer our
community,espedally those a little less privileged than others, a great opportunity to have a
joyful Christmas this holiday by promoting our 4th Annual Towing For Toys toy drive.
We haw been wortkig hand In hand with the Murray Independent Schools with their
'Tiger Christmas'and the Calloway County Schools with their'Santa Project" preparing for
ow berth 0111011111f"Towing for Toys'toy drive. We are now reaching out to our community for a
helloing hand in making certain that those children will have Joyous holiday season.
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Both organizations help nearly 1400 children from pre-school to high school; It iii large
task to insure that these children will have a wonderful holiday! With your help, we can make
It happen. Are you willing to be a contributor? Please complete the lows and mall to Max's
641 Toeing,516 S 12111 St. Aiwray,KY 42071 by December 1st,2016. Make dialts wafts to:
Max'slawhagfor Toys. You can also donate by going to www.gotwohno.coostrowingassys.
Vendnoss

would NM to caddies to'Towing for Toys"as a:

___$25 KA*Chow Donor _____ 550Th di.Susan Donor
$100 Santa's liMpor
_____ $150 Masolosgs with Sows Donor
UN+liurdlon Angel Donor

SBG

MC

270.
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Two
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Sports
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REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

KNOW
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270.753.9999
See this property
and many more at
www.SBGproperty.com

71

000 Highway 80,Murray

!fi

Great farm located on Highway 80 just West of
Murray! Located on the North side of Highway 80;
this farm has over I 200 feet of highway frontage;
17.50 Acres, good access from the highway; and
is almost entirely tillable! You won't find a nicer
tract of land along the highway for the price! Don't
let this one slip away! MLS #87149 $135.000

Onl

